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ONE 

 The black rocks beckoned amidst the burning sand dunes.   It was just after third sunrise, and 
signs of life were few.  Only a stray plant here or there gave any hint that anything existed on these 
hostile beaches, and even those hardy ferns were wilting in the stifling heat.  Nevertheless, the dark 
coastline demanded attention, and the clear seas granted it, rolling up to the edges of lifelessness and 
back again in deliberate rhythm. 
 Wearing the three suns of Devengar like a coronet, a single peak stretched high into the sky.   A 
plume of gray smoke offered a promise of shade to the dusty, sloping hillsides beneath as it slowly 
drifted away to the east.  Ages had passed since this fire-mountain had raised itself from the ocean 
floor.  The dark rocks on the island beaches were remnants of eruptions long past, left untouched over 
the course of many cycles.   To the south and to the north, smaller islands rose in similar fashion, 
unwelcoming places far from any inhabited shore, their smoldering, ashen summits fading into brown 
hills and then down to the empty, shadowy sands along their own coastlines. 
 From the west, the warship Sunsdown approached at full speed.    Nearly as tall as she was long, 
she was built for swiftness as well as combat.   Tops adorned each of the three masts, all armed with 
two heavy bows manned and ready; the crow’s nest atop the main mast had room for three smaller 
bows and several viewing scopes.   The verdant green of the hull gave way to a row of ports upon the 
main deck.  In some, ballistae glistened.   In others, large balls of cloth and pitch could be seen upon the 
end of similar shafts.   Heavily shielded lanterns rested next to each of her flaming missiles, along with 
buckets of sand and water.      
 Sleek and proud, her spars above were loaded with three sails fore and aft, and four upon the 
main, with skysails and staysails throughout.  The shrouds overhead were filled with an unlikely peace.  
Upon the canvas, no one sang.  One and all, the mariners kept their eyes on the shores ahead.    Below 
them, the growing disquiet on deck echoed the unease that gripped the entire vessel.   Hands held 
railings a bit harder, and toes clung to wood a bit tighter.   
 Upon the warship’s quarterdeck, Rogen of the Sky saw two distinct sparks flash above the 
waters ahead of them. 
 And the ocean behind Sunsdown detonated in white flame. 
 With a roar, the bow of the ship fell headlong towards the water.   The long bowsprit 
disappeared into the surf, taking the four flags that identified the vessel with it.   Seawater rushed over 
and onto the forecastle.  Screams above were lost in the booming spray of the waves roaring onto the 
decks below, knocking even the strongest of the crew off their feet and scattering bodies among barrels 
of pitch and buckets of sand.    A mariner high atop the mizzenmast dangled by a single hand, but his 
crewmates scrambled out to assist him, their grip sure as they hurried out on the beams to grab him by 
the wrists and haul him to safety.   Another had fallen to the deck, but from a relatively safe height.  He 
struggled to his feet and rushed back up the rope lines.  Rogen was tossed across the decks of the ship 
into the railing.  He managed to catch himself and hold tight as the warship attempted to right itself. 

A second wave, near half Sunsdown’s height, passed underneath, lifting her proud keel into the 
air once more.   The great rudder, all golden brown and damp, nearly cleared the surface of the sea as 
this longer, stronger wave held the ship aloft.   But as the ship fell a second time, the crew was able to 
react quickly, rushing to pull in the staysails so that she could stabilize against less wind. 
 Sunsdown shrugged herself even as the waves settled beneath her.  She had not lost a single 
mariner. 
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 “Look sharp!” bellowed her captain.  Baylock, the only commander Sunsdown had ever known, 
held his position upon the quarterdeck.  His dark eyes scanned the shoreline ahead like a falcon.  There 
were laugh lines at the corners of his face that hinted at his customary cheerfulness. 

Like his mariner crew, Captain Baylock was dressed in a flowing cloak of light brown.   Leather 
ties held the lightweight garment secure at the wrists and the waist, making it hard to tell where the 
cloak ended and his tan skin began.  A hat shielded his face.   A necklace of shells and teeth rested upon 
his chest, with six bright sapphire gems at the center of the chain signifying his rank as a Sky of the 
Mariners of Devengar. 

“You will not see the attack coming, Captain.”   Standing to Baylock’s right, the shorter man held 
his balance gingerly.  Galiell of the Night briefly closed his eyes.   He was blocky, but there was no 
lushness to him; the full length of his black sarong might have made him look less vigorous than he truly 
was.   As he shifted his weight back and forth in rhythm with the ship’s movements, his legs became 
visible, and they were impressively muscled. 

Galiell had been the Night of the Lights of Devengar for more than twenty cycles, and Rogen’s 
master for more than a dozen of those.   All sixty-five cycles of his life had been given to the study of the 
Lights, and he drew that power to him now.   Faint afterglows glittered under his eyelids, and his hair 
ever so slightly lifted as if in the wind.   Then the leader of the Lights raised his head and shrugged 
without expression. 

“We are still too far for me to sense anything such that I can give adequate warning.”  
“That was too close for my liking,” Baylock growled. “They barely overshot us.” 
Rogen returned to his position behind his master, wrapping his doubts around him in a cloak of 

silence.  In the beats before he had seen those sparks, a tingling sensation had slithered from the base 
of his skull down into the small of his back, but he had not known for sure what it was in time to shout a 
warning.   In spite of his rank and experience, this was his first taste of actual combat between Lights.  
Though he was not cold, he drew taut the leather that held his cerulean robe tight to his body. 
 Near the railing at the rear of the quarterdeck, seven Lights in brown and green sarongs waited, 
their clothing wet from the waves that had battered the ship.   Their eyes darted back and forth, their 
fists opened and closed.   To the Sky, their second-in-command, they looked prepared to fight, and 
terrified at the thought of doing so.  Only Marrisha of the Tree, her golden eyes still and unmoving, 
seemed ready for what was to come.  Rogen was again reminded at how apt the name of her rank was, 
for the honey of her skin and the dark green of her dress made her resemble one of the more beautiful 
trees of his home, but like them, her bark was hard as iron. 

Behind her stood three more Lights of the Tree: Agravar, tall and dark, with his long hair tied 
tight behind his back; Delvin, not quite as tall, his arms covered with scenes of gentle grasslands full of 
life; Shara, slightly shorter than Marrisha, with her pale hair, bleached nearly white due to her love of 
the three suns, hanging loose about her head;  and three Lights of the Clay: Chalis, rail thin and on his 
first sea voyage; and the youngsters: Kalnik, a Clay for barely half a cycle, and Gor, who had advanced 
shortly after, both tall, young, vital, and intense.    

Rogen loved them all, worried about them all.  He resisted the urge to say something 
encouraging to them and returned his gaze to the shoreline.   There, in the distance, a small sailboat had 
landed, and he could just make out three or four vague shapes moving onto the black sand of the beach. 
 Rogen stepped forward.  “Shall we strike?” he asked. 
 Galiell nodded.  “Very soon.  We are close.” 
 “But Master, are we not close enough to make an attempt?” 
 “He missed this ship just now in spite of our size.  We are not yet there.”   The Night spoke with 
such certainty that Rogen took a step back, content to wait in spite of his reservations. 
 Marrisha was at the Sky’s side almost immediately.  Her soft voice cut through the sound of the 
ripples around them.  “Do we not strike?” 
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 Rogen shook his head.  “We wait to close ground.” 
 “Even a near miss might give them pause.  They will witness our determination.” 
 Galiell answered without turning his head.  “He is strong, and he is clever…and he is not alone.   
We will need all of our energy when we catch him.   It is sensible to conserve our strength.   To strike 
now will neither boost nor daunt his opinion of our resolve.” 
 Her eyes became nails.  “Conservation will not help us if he escapes.” 
 Rogen tensed, the reprimand already on his lips, but Galiell only sighed with evident fondness.  
“Always the aggressor, my child.”  The Night shrugged and raised an aged hand to point at the rocks 
before them, and the steepening slope rising higher and higher to the smoky cone at the top of the 
mountain. “He is on an empty island, his sailboat left behind.  He has nowhere left to go.” 
 Rogen met Marrisha’s scowl and he nodded back in the direction of their companions.  The 
anger in her eyes denied him, but he refused to acknowledge his agreement with her in front of his 
master.   
 Instead he said softly, “We must be ready this time.  Another attack will come.” 

The tension in her shoulders eased, and she turned away.  He forced himself to remember that 
his company of Lights had also never been in actual combat before.   He did not know how they would 
respond. 
 “’Ware the reef!” The shout from the foremast echoed across the sea.  On either side of the 
beach ahead, the outer edges of an ancient volcano rose, carving a large bay into the side of the island.  
The water had turned a lighter blue, and shallower depths stood between them and their quarry. 
 Baylock took a step forward.  “Where away?” 
 “Two points off the starboard bow, Captain!” 
 Though his bare feet were wet, the ship’s first officer bounded up the stairs to the quarterdeck, 
his pale hair dark and damp against his forehead.  Verezen of the Tree had been washed down on to the 
deck below and had stayed to help the crew gather themselves.  “All hands accounted for, Captain.” 
 Baylock noticed blood dripping from a red welt across Verezen’s chest.   The first officer’s cloak 
had been torn from right shoulder to left side by a heavy rope.   “Are you well?” 
 Verezen did not acknowledge the injury.  “Aye, Captain.  Might we prepare a volley of pitchfire 
in retaliation?” 
 The corner of Baylock’s mouth lifted.  “Bring us to port, and reduce speed.  We will need to 
unload our passengers at the reef.”  The captain glanced over at Galiell in apology.  “Sunsdown can go 
no closer to shore.  I fear we will not be able to get close enough for me to grant Verezen his wish.” 
 The Night understood.  “We will need a boat, Captain.” 
 “Aye.  Boatswain!” 
 “Aye!” 
 “Ready a cutter, port side!” 
 “Aye, Captain!” 
 Baylock’s grin widened.  “The game begins, Verezen!  Bring us up against the reef, as close as 
you can.   Then prepare your volley of pitchfire.  Aye, and ballistae as well.”   As Verezen shouted orders 
to the crew, Baylock looked sideways at Galiell again.  “I would not want to send our guests out without 
some sort of protective fire.” 
 Galiell did not smile.  “One suspects that you might be the one requiring such protection shortly, 
Captain.”   
 “That may be, that may be.  But we do not get to play like this as often as I care for.”  Baylock 
strode quickly to the front railing of the quarterdeck.  “Sunsdown, prepare for battle!” 
 Rogen felt the echo of Baylock’s call to arms rise up from the deck through his sandals as the 
great warship came to, trimming sail and turning away from the wind.   Beneath him he heard the 
dropping of the kedge as Sunsdown spun to put her starboard side facing the coast, a hard yet graceful 
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slide into position assisted by the light anchor aft dropping into the sea.  Along the starboard railing, 
bolts were loaded into the ballistae, and the firebolts between them were coated with fresh pitch.   
Lanterns were made ready for lighting, and the fire crews rushed to prepare sand and water.   To port, a 
small boat was being shifted into place, shielded from island view by the green hull.  As near as the Sky 
could tell, it would be ready for departure very soon. 
 Rogen turned and summoned his companions closer.   Seven pairs of eyes held his, many of 
them wide with indecision.  “Gather your self-control, my friends,” he told them.  “Be ready to defend 
when called upon.  We will be boarding that small vessel quickly, and we will need to be on our guard.   
We are Lights, mind over matter.”  He attempted a confident smile as the deck shifted again. “I am 
proud to stand with you.  Heed my words, and remember your teachings, and you will do well.” 
 “We are with you, Rogen of the Sky,” Marrisha responded.  “We will heed your words.” 
 Rogen allowed the calmness of her voice to ease his own hesitation, and he nodded at them all.  
Agravar graced him with a rare smile. 
 With a final rumble of chain link upon metal, her main anchor at the bow was released to the 
water, and Sunsdown came to rest fifteen lengths from shore. 
 Verezen looked grimly pleased.  “Battle ready, Captain.  We fire at your command.” 
 “Are we in range?” Baylock asked. 
 The first officer exchanged a glance with the master gunner standing amidships.  “It will be 
close, Captain.  Worth a ballista to determine effective range.” 
 Galiell’s casual voice warned them.  “Captain, if I may, you squander your ammunition with 
nothing to gain but unwanted attention.” 
 “And leave my ship fired upon without a response of my own?” Baylock demanded.  “Master 
gunner!” 
 “Aye!” 
 “Spend my bolts wisely.  It will not be said that Sunsdown failed to return a single shot when set 
upon.”  Baylock nodded at his first officer.  “As you will.” 
 The Night spun, his black sarong whirling around him.  “We must leave now while we have the 
opportunity.  Rogen, two of us must stay behind to protect the ship.  Choose them well.” 
 Rogen had already decided on Kalnik and Gor, but Verezen’s raised hand held his gaze.   Time 
slowed, and yet he only had a beat or two to wonder why the order to fire had not been given.   The air 
became thick in his lungs and he could not spit it out. A low hum grew deep in his ears, swelling to a 
thunderous crescendo that abruptly vanished into silence before he could raise his hands to ward it 
away. 

He saw everything: the veins in the first officer’s fingers pulsing with anticipation; the 
inevitability in the clenched jaw of the ship’s captain; the cold confidence in the dark eyes of his master; 
the growing fear in the eyes of most of his company; the four figures leaving the defensible covering of 
the rocks and beginning the long climb up the hills towards the mountaintop; Verezen’s hand clenching 
and falling as his targets came clear; a figure on the hillside leaping atop a lone boulder…  

Rogen might have trembled as a tingling sensation at the base of his neck flowed like hot desire 
down his back. 

The Sky did not hesitate this time. Gasping for breath, he threw off his unseen shackles.  He 
surged across the quarterdeck, drawing passion and intensity and energy from the air around him.  He 
unintentionally shoved the first officer aside as he called his companions to action. 

“Defend! Defend!” 
In his urgency, Rogen nearly fell against the starboard railing.  He caught himself, his arms 

outstretched, his palms beginning to sparkle as he drew in his power.  He threw himself into his training, 
his mind reaching out beyond his senses in an attempt to determine how the next attack would manifest 
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itself.   His eyelids closed, and white flashes began to glow upon his temples.   He pushed there along the 
reef, and there along the shore, but he could feel nothing but the tingling. 

On one side, Marrisha stood firm just behind him; on the other, Agravar.  Both raised their arms 
in a similar pose and drew in their energies.  He did not know what had become of the rest of his 
company, and could not spare the attention to find out. 

In an instant, Verezen had recovered his balance.  He slammed his fist down.  A single ballista 
recoiled on the deck of the Sunsdown.  The whole warship flinched, and a silver bolt, larger than a man, 
soared towards its intended target.   As it whistled away, Rogen suddenly realized how unlikely it would 
be for such an attack to prove worthwhile. 

At its apex, the bolt was met by a lightning strike that seemed to come from everywhere.  It 
burned bright white for a beat, and then it was gone. 

A distinct gasp from the ballista crew broke the sudden silence. 
Rogen resisted the urge to blink away the afterglow.  In spite of its apparent hopelessness, the 

attack had accomplished something after all.  It had given him a chance to observe with all of his senses 
alive.   Eyes still closed, he could taste the trail of power all the way back to the base of the hillside, 
announcing itself to all who wished to comprehend. 

At the trail’s far end, an inferno was forming.  Unseen by ordinary eyes, it quickly expanded, 
tendrils of power whirling out from its center.  Higher and higher it rose, blocking out more of the 
mountainside behind it with white fire. It seemed to collapse in upon itself, as if gathering strength, 
waiting for some unseen command. 

And then it ignited, exploding across the intervening bay. 
Rogen drew in a sharp breath.  “Lights, to me!  It comes!” 
The Sky summoned all of his power.  Any remaining hesitation fell away as he raised his hands.   

The sparkles along his body burned white hot, racing down his arms as his eyes caught fire.  Crackling 
energy leapt off his fingertips, racing across the shrinking space between Sunsdown and the closing 
spiral. 

Three flaming arcs rose in response.   Marrisha.  Agravar.  Delvin.   Their energies converged 
above the ship, swirling together, before expanding outward to form a shield of white above the sails. 

As the energies struck, the shield held; Rogen could feel their battle, could feel the opposing 
powers intertwine and surge, running back down through his hands like a thousand creatures crawling 
over his skin.  The pressure was building all along his midsection.   He could sense the shield start to 
buckle under the intensity of the blast. 

Two more blasts lit up the sky as Shara and Chalis entered the fray.  With a shout they threw 
their combined strength in, and when they struck, the air crackled.  Adding their power to the others, 
they fortified the barrier.  It began to hum and vibrate and grow.   Rogen felt briefly refreshed, and the 
six of them responded as a single mind, knocking down the incoming fire with one simultaneous strike. 

But their inexperience nearly failed them.   With this new counterattack, the shield heaved, 
rejecting the enemy blast.   Most of the energy rippled up and over the warship as they had intended, 
doing no immediate harm.  But the rest was funneled down directly into the water below them. 

There was another detonation of white fire, this time directly off Sunsdown’s starboard side.   
The scope of the impact was lessened by the shield, but she was so close to the reef, and there was not 
enough ocean depth to disperse the firestorm that shattered into startling visibility.   The explosion tore 
a hole in the ocean floor, sending waves in all directions.  Sunsdown rose, teetering to port, until Rogen 
was sure she going to strike her keel on the rocks just beneath the water’s surface when she came back 
down.   Mariners screamed and fell.   Rogen heard bodies hitting the water hard, and he could tell that 
despite their efforts, despite avoiding a direct hit, Rogen and his companions had allowed this blow to 
land.   
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Sunsdown fell back towards the sea, her masts leaning ever farther to port as two sails on her 
mizzenmast caught fire dangerously close to the quarterdeck.  The force threatening them did not let 
up.  Rogen could not yet release the shield, even as he struggled for balance on the flailing deck.  He was 
breathing in fractured gasps, and it felt as if an anchor had been strapped to his back.   

And then the warship settled, as if a giant hand had reached out and cradled it back to safety.  
At the rear of the quarterdeck, Galiell of the Night held tightly to the railing, channeling energies 
through the hull and down into the keel, holding the ship in place and gently controlling its fall.  On his 
right stood Kalnik, and on his left Gor, their hands on his shoulders, their strength flowing in support of 
their master. 

“Fire crews aft!” Baylock roared.  Somehow he was still standing in his customary place.  “Cut 
loose the spanker!”   

“Captain, that sail cannot be replaced at sea!” Verezen objected. 
“It is already beyond repair,” the captain barked.  Mariners rushed to put out the flames before 

they spread from canvas to canvas.  “Save the topsails if you can!  Lock everything down!” 
“Shall we return fire?” the first officer asked. 
Baylock swore at the hopelessness of that proposal.  “Damage report, and account for all 

hands.”   Rescuers were already throwing rope over the side to bring up the half dozen mariners who 
had fallen from the masts into the sea.   Verezen hurried to survey the ship. 

The energy in the air finally vanished.    
Rogen opened his eyes.   He was down on one knee, unaware that he had actually fallen to the 

wet deck.  The pressure of maintaining the shield was gone from his shoulders.  He could sense nothing 
from the hillside.   The tingling that had rifled up and down his back had been replaced with the cold 
dankness of his sweat.  Sudden fatigue gripped him as he struggled to his feet. 

“Another will come, “ Shara said from somewhere behind him.  Had she also fallen?   
Chalis groaned as he regained his feet.  “We must do better.” 
Before any of them could say anything more, the Night rushed across the deck, his stoic 

demeanor barely intact.   “Captain, we must get off this ship now.  You are too easy a target!” 
“Will he continue to strike at us once you are gone?”  Now Baylock truly looked uncertain.  “We 

will be helpless.” 
“We will leave help with you.  Depart from these shores. You will know when it is safe to 

return.”  Galiell’s tone denied argument.  “We will keep his eyes on us, but be swift.  Even as he flees he 
regains his strength.” 

Baylock nodded.  “Boatswain!  Is the cutter ready?” 
“Nearly secured and ready, Captain!  Almost lost her but she’s still sound.” 
“We leave,” Galiell stated flatly. 
Rogen turned to the two Clays who had helped Galiell right the warship.  They were so young, 

but they had faced their first test, and their eyes had regained some confidence.  “You understand how 
to perceive his attack now.  You will need to safeguard the ship.” 

Kalnik accepted the order with no change in expression.  “We understand.  We will protect her.” 
Rogen clasped the younger one’s shoulder.  “You are our way home when this is over.  Watch 

for our signal if you can.  Do not fail us.” 
“We will come back for you,” Gor told him, his eyes wide. 
Words escaped the Sky.  He gave them both a nod of encouragement, and then turned to follow 

the other six Lights. 
Baylock stopped him with a raised hand.  “The Admiral would throw me to the sharks if I left 

Galiell behind.  We will be watching.” 
Rogen nodded. 
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As the company made their way down the stairs to the port railing, Rogen continued to watch 
the hillside.  He could make out the figures working their way up the hill, but he felt no more 
emanations of power.  “Master, where do they go?” he asked, clearing the emotion out of his throat. 

Galiell sighed.  “I do not know, Rogen.  Surely he has a goal?”  He reached out a hand and 
touched Rogen lightly on the arm, letting the others pass ahead.  “You did well.  Indeed, your senses 
exceeded mine.  As did your decisiveness.”   Rogen opened his mouth to object, but Galiell continued.   
“We must go on the attack.  We must force his hand; force him to account for us.  To fear us.  
Otherwise, we will fail, Sunsdown will fall, and he will escape.” 

“He will never fear us,” Rogen muttered.  “We fear ourselves too much.  And we are too few.” 
Galiell’s tone turned to ice.  “Then it is up to us, you and I, to show our charges that they are 

worthy of being feared.  I did not pluck this vessel out of the air just so we could run craven into defeat.” 
That did not make Rogen feel any more confident.  “You saved us all, Master.  Saved us from my 

mistake.” 
“Failure is simply advice on which step to take next,” Galiell reminded him.  “We must go.” 
The other five of their company were already on board the small vessel.  The boatswain was 

handing oars to several crew members to set in place.   Galiell took a step into the boat.  “We will not 
need oars,” he told the mariner. 

“Then how…?”   The boatswain’s voice drifted off.   “Aye.” 
Rogen stepped into the boat, and the mariners lowered the craft towards the deceptively calm 

sea below.   Remembering his master’s words, he stayed standing, his eyes open and available if need 
be.  But the others on the ship were staring intently at the planks.  Marrisha did not meet his gaze, and 
Agravar’s rare smile was no longer present.  Shara was resting her head on Chalis’s shoulder, breathing 
deeply.  Delvin stared off into the ocean depths, his forehead wrinkling. 

Galiell’s voice echoed softly off the hull as they descended.  “This is but another stage in our 
pursuit.  You have done well so far, but there is more to do.  I know we are not many, but this is all we 
had time to gather, and you will prove worthy.”   The Night’s expression grew grim.  “Remember one 
thing above all others.   No matter what happens, do not look into his eyes.” 

Rogen shivered.  In recent cycles there had been reports of Lights testing the more malicious 
aspects of their skills, rumors that some of Rogen’s brethren had developed the ability to possess others 
and control their minds.   Such an atrocity was not something he had ever imagined.  He had no idea 
how he would even go about it even if he wanted to violate another being in that fashion.   

Two circles ago in Kabisera, Rogen’s malevolent brethren had finally revealed themselves.   
Empress Elianna, herself a former Night of the Lights, had been ambushed by members of her own staff.   
They had surprised her in the hallway outside her anteroom, led by one of her most trusted advisors, 
Nathrak of the Sky, and at least one other Light.  Nathrak had left her for dead and fled as help arrived.   

The four young Lights of the Clay who had found the Empress had pursued Nathrak and his 
underlings to the wharf, where he had escaped with a few others in a sailboat.   It had been said that 
Nathrak had left his pursuers dead.  It had been said that those few others with Nathrak were Lights, 
acting of their own free will, but they had not been identified.  It had been said that Nathrak had 
destroyed two smaller vessels that had attempted to follow him.   

There had not been war between Lights in a thousand cycles, since they had first risen to power.  
The Empress’s defenses, as well as the Sentinels of Kabisera, had been caught unaware and unprepared.  

Because of her skill as a former Night, Elianna had held her attackers off long enough for others 
to rush to her assistance, had survived long enough to tell Galiell what had happened.  The only 
explanation possible, according to Galiell, was possession. 

Rogen still could not understand how Galiell was so certain, or why someone would violate 
another so.  He did not feel the same loss as his master, who had served as one of the Empress’s Skies.  
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Nevertheless, he knew that Nathrak could not be permitted to escape.   Nathrak could not be allowed to 
bring more Lights under his command, by possession or by gathering similar evil to his cause.   

Nathrak had to be stopped.  
Even so, the fact that they were here at all seemed strange.  Elianna’s death had left Galiell, due 

to his stature as Night of the Lights, as the Heir Presumptive to the throne of Devengar.  The Empire was 
his to command until their next leader was elected, a circumstance that Galiell was seemingly unaware 
of.  It had taken Galiell a circle to gather them together and have Baylock prepare the warship for 
pursuit.  It had taken another circle to overtake the sailboat as it fled to the east.   At no point had Galiell 
given any hint that he was aware of the situation he now found himself in.  Indeed, the Night of the 
Lights had known Baylock for many cycles, and neither of them had behaved any differently than Rogen 
might have expected; it was as if nothing had changed. 

But everything had.  The Empress was dead. 
Their small vessel was cut loose from the Sunsdown.   Galiell made his way aft.   “I will compel 

the boat.  Defend us as best you can.”   He laid his hands upon the rear deck of the craft, and he began 
to glow.   The boat moved forward. 

High above them, they could hear orders flying, and as they rounded the end of the warship 
they could see the chains of her anchors thrashing up through the water as she readied for departure.  
While the sail farthest aft was now missing, the other sails were free of fire or smoke, and she turned 
gracefully away from the reef.   At her aft rail, the two Clays stood, arms raised and hands clasped, ready 
to do what they could when called upon. 

Rogen called Marrisha and Agravar to his side at the fore.   Lines creased their faces as 
weariness had already set in.   They sat with him, one on each side, and he reached out and took their 
hands, letting his strength flow into them as much as he could despite his own weakness.   Then he 
closed his eyes, gathered his sight, and pushed out again before them up the barren landscape, 
searching for the one they hunted. 

Delvin and Chalis joined Galiell at aft, and after a few beats the boat’s speed increased.   The 
water lightened before them.  It would not take long to reach the rocky shore. 

His voice under control, Rogen told his companions, “We must direct his attack away from 
us…not up, not over, not down.  We must reject it fully.” 

They did not say anything, but he thought they understood.  He continued his musing as he 
searched, hoping to calm the shaking of his hands.   “We will be most vulnerable when the boat makes 
land.  We will need to be wary there.   And once we are onshore we will need to consider how we 
attack, as well as determining the nature of those who flee with him, if they flee voluntarily or by force.  
And we will need to consider…” 

“Please…” Marrisha whispered just loud enough for him to hear. 
Rogen stopped talking.   He could feel her power ebbing in and out of the clasp of their hands, 

and he sent her a surge of reassurance, all the while reaching out from hill to hill. 
The boat struck a patch of soft sand.  The light impact jarred them all forward, and Rogen felt 

Delvin and Chalis jump out and grab the sides to steady them.  He kept his eyes shut, heeding his own 
advice, waiting for an attack at this precise instant when they would be most distracted.  Agravar 
released the Sky’s hand, and after a long beat, Marrisha did the same.  Rogen remained alert. 

The Night released his power, and the boat settled into the sand with a final splash.   The cutter 
hardly moved as the company disembarked, moving quickly to gain the rocks.   Rogen was last to leave, 
his eyes searching this way and that, before slowly realizing that the attack might not come.  He decided 
that there were enough Lights on the beach that he could leave the boat behind.  Once he felt Agravar 
and Shara resume the search of the hillside, he opened his eyes, strangely disappointed that they were 
still not engaged in battle.   He did not like the wondering. 
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Galiell met his gaze as Rogen joined them.   “He waits,” the Night told him.  “He wants us…wants 
us to come closer.” 

“We follow.”  It was not a question.  Rogen was unclear as to what other options they had.   
“What do we do about the others?  How will we know…how can we tell…?” 

“If they are under his command?” Galiell finished.  The Night drew his dark garment around him, 
and looked at them each in turn.  “He could be in control of all three.  Or all three could be following him 
voluntarily.  We must act as if they are free to choose.  If we allow any doubt, any hesitation, we will fail.   
They will not show us the same mercy.” 

Chalis spoke through gritted teeth, expressing the exact concern that had been nagging at 
Rogen.  “But if they are under his command, if they are innocent…does that not make us executioners?” 

“It is a hard thing,” Galiell acknowledged.   “But we are not here to kill.  We are here to capture 
if we can, take whatever means necessary to stop them if we fail to capture them.  And you will 
all…all...defend yourselves as best you can, even if it means you have to slay them.” 

“They are already dead, then,” Agravar said in a flat tone.  “They are not the first victims of this 
conflict.” 

“Concentrate on the leader if you can,” Rogen suggested.  “Distract him.  Force him to give up 
his control.” 

“If it exists,” The Night snapped.   “If it does not, if they are willing participants, you will serve no 
purpose but your own destruction.”  Without another word, he turned and headed up the beach 
towards the brown grass of the hills. 

Shara looked at the Sky, her bronze skin turning as pale as her hair.  “I am not a murderer.  I will 
not kill.” 

“You are not a murderer, Shara,” Rogen answered as gently as he could.  “You are a defender of 
Devengar.  He must be stopped before more rally to his side.”   Rogen went after his master.  “Search 
the hillside as we walk,” he called back to them.  “We must not be taken unaware.  Keep your power 
close, and all around you.  Protect yourself as much as you can.”  Rogen heeded his own advice, and his 
body was enveloped in a thin armor of argent. 

The loose gravel bordering the black sand eventually gave way to brown and green grasses.   As 
their route steepened, piles of rocks, seemingly placed at random dotted their route.  They spread out, 
not too far apart, making their way from rock formation to rock formation.  The grass was low on the 
hills, and did not provide much concealment.  But the boulders continued to get larger, and more 
prevalent.  Around each corner, an ambush awaited.   Step by step, they continued up the 
mountainside. 

They were nearly a fourth of the way up when they began to struggle with the rocks underfoot.   
They were climbing more upward than forward; it was becoming increasingly difficult to see where they 
were going as taller formations blocked their view.  Rogen fought to remain calm as they struggled from 
place to place.  More than once Agravar or Delvin had to turn and help one of the smaller Lights. 

Chalis swore as he cut his hand on a sharp edge. 
Finally they reached a small plateau.  The incline flattened out for a ways, although the tiny plain 

was still littered with rocks.  A few small bushes here and there had managed to grow in and around the 
old lava flows. 

Galiell was growing impatient.  Rogen could see it in the swiftness of his master’s steps.  Perhaps 
it was the Night’s confidence in his own power, or perhaps the cold anger that had ruled him since the 
Empress’s assassination.  They were moving quickly now, too quickly, trying to keep pace with Galiell as 
he rushed in pursuit, trying to make up ground while their way was less stressful.   

Eventually, a large formation of rocks cut off their progress.  They came to a stop, as there was 
no clear pathway forward.   They were surrounded on two sides by boulders large and small.  In front of 
them, two lengths high, a solid wall blocked their view of the hillside beyond.   Rogen could not tell 
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which way would be best to go, as the place resembled a maze.   The seven Lights were not crowded 
together by any means, but still, their route had apparently come to a stop. 

Rogen felt Shara tense up next to him, and then that same tingling sensation rippled down his 
back. 

“Defend!” he shouted. 
White fire erupted all around Delvin, shattering one of the boulders next to him.   He barely had 

time to protect himself as he was thrown to the ground.  Another blast followed, but swirling tendrils of 
energy appeared as if from everywhere, gathered in the second attack, and then absorbed it into their 
own spiral of fire.  His arms high, the Night pushed and pulled at the spinning maelstrom, willing it to 
obey one master. 

Then Galiell hurled the combined energies back at their enemies, not caring where it landed.  He 
jumped up onto the nearest rock, the sparkles along his face and beneath his skin nearly blinding in their 
intensity. 

“Nathrak!” the Night roared.  “Face me, if you dare!” 
Echoing all around them, a deep voice like gravel murmured, “As you wish, old friend.” 
“There is nowhere for you to go!” 
“I have no wish to escape,” Nathrak replied as he stepped out onto a boulder to their left.  He 

was just above average height, with high cheekbones and long, angular nose.   His back was straight as 
could be, but his knees seemed to bend slightly, his body coiled and ready.  His eyes were small, but 
they were dark as the midnight sky. 

Around him, three Lights in deep blue robes also jumped up onto boulders.  One of them, a tall, 
lanky man with dark hair, graced Rogen with a half-smile and a nod.   He was Kivas of the Sky, and Rogen 
had met him once or twice in the last few cycles.   

The other two, stocky younger men, one with pale blond hair and one with brown, were 
peculiarly expressionless, conceivably aware of where they were but seemingly untroubled by it.  The 
brown-haired one Rogen knew as Beleren of the Tree.  The other he did not know, although the 
paleness of his blond hair seemed distantly familiar.  

They refused to make eye contact with anyone.   Rogen couldn’t help but wonder if they were 
under Nathrak’s control. 

To Rogen’s right, Shara raised a trembling hand, palm out as if to ward off malevolent spirits.   
“Shiar...” she whispered once, and then a second time, and then she threw her head back in a chilling 
scream.   

Nathrak chose that instant to attack. 
Kivas burned white and flew off the boulder directly at Rogen.  He landed with animal ease, his 

arms high, just a few lengths away.   Rogen could almost make out his grin through the energy swirling 
around his face.    

Like a hammer, Agravar struck Kivas from the side, his own body sheathed in fire.  They tumbled 
to the ground, rolling away from each other as their energies repelled.   The dry grass beneath them 
immediately shriveled and burned. 

The two other enemy Lights leapt into action. The air sizzled around them. 
Rogen grabbed Shara around the waist and lifted her up as she continued to cry out.  She 

wrestled against him, and her tears stained his cheek as he dragged her back eight or ten lengths.  She 
was not that heavy, but she was so strong, and he almost dropped her.   He set her down and stared 
hard into her face, completely ready to rebuke her and remind her to defend herself. 

Her dark eyes were wet and rimmed with red, and her pale blond hair was scattered about her 
face.  Rogen suddenly realized why the third enemy Light seemed familiar. 

“Collect yourself,” he barked, perhaps harsher than he had intended.  “We need you.” 
Shara looked back at him, and then she nodded. 
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Over her shoulder, Rogen could see Marrisha locked in combat with Beleren.  She was doing 
well, pushing him back again and again with quick strikes of white.   

Agravar’s call for help echoed across the rocks. “Rogen!” 
The Sky swiftly turned and reentered the fight.  “Help Marrisha!”  He did not know if Shara 

heard or obeyed. 
Kivas had Agravar on one knee, striking the Tree’s head and shoulders with wide, wild swings.  

Agravar protected himself with a glittering arm, but he was slowly being bent back.  Kivas changed 
tactics, wrapped two hands around Agravar’s neck, pushing down hard. His eyes widening, Agravar 
grabbed Kivas’ wrists, trying to hold him off. 

With three giant steps, Rogen reached their side.  He planted his right foot as he released his 
power, and delivered a two-fisted blow to the side of Kivas’s head.  The lanky man reeled away from 
them, stumbling back into a boulder, the white sheath around him flickering in and out.  Rogen 
followed, all the nerves and fear and pain and rage he had been struggling to contain suddenly bursting 
within him.  From the soles of his feet all the way to the top of his head, he shimmered.   The Sky 
grabbed Kivas by the top of his sarong and pulled the taller man upright.   Kivas managed to raise his 
hands just as Rogen leveled three quick blows to his head.  Then Rogen grabbed the other side of his 
sarong and threw Kivas headlong into another rock wall.  Kivas raised his hands to protect himself, and 
fell to the ground with a groan.  Rogen could hear Agravar gasping for breath. 

Below them, Shiar occupied the attention of the rest of the company.  Chalis and Delvin had him 
cornered.  Shiar was as quick, as agile as Kivas despite possibly being under control.   A blast from Delvin 
nearly struck Chalis as Shiar dodged to one side.   It was clear that Delvin and Chalis were not sure how 
to press their advantage of numbers without harming each other.     

Above them, Nathrak and Galiell circled each other slowly.   Though they were no longer 
exchanging words, the sardonic smile on Nathrak’s face spoke volumes.  Galiell’s expression gave 
nothing away. 

In unison, Shiar and Beleren turned and unleashed their full power at Galiell’s back.  The Night 
whirled, his hands ready, deflecting their attack away harmlessly.   Then he was enveloped in flame, and 
lifted into the air, his mouth open in silent torment as Nathrak stepped into battle.  Nathrak’s smile did 
not change. 

In the next breath, all of Galiell’s Lights reacted. 
Chalis was closest, and he rushed up the rocks, shouting Galiell’s name.  Sensing her opening, 

Marrisha jumped onto Beleren’s back and wrapped both arms around the stocky man’s head.  Beleren’s 
attack on Galiell vanished as he directed his power for defense, and he reached up in an attempt to 
dislodge his assailant, swaying this way and that as Marrisha tried to crush his head with fire.   Beleren 
slowly fell to one knee, and she continued to pummel him into the ground. 

Delvin also ran forward, his eyes locked on his master as Galiell hung suspended in white agony.  
Shiar abruptly disengaged his attack on Galiell and attacked Delvin from behind.  Delvin spun about as 
he sensed the danger, but his assailant was faster.   With one hand stabbing under Delvin’s arm, Shiar 
grabbed him by the throat and squeezed, lifting the smaller man off of the ground.  Before Delvin could 
react, Shiar impassively directed all of his power through his hands. 

Delvin burned bright silver.  Argent flames poured from his mouth, from his nose.  When Shiar 
was finished, he let his victim go. 

Delvin’s lifeless body fell into a jumbled pile as if all of his bones had been turned to ash.  Smoke 
rose from his ears, and his eyes were black pits. 

In the air above them, Galiell clenched his teeth.  With the assaults from Shiar and Beleren now 
gone, Galiell had been able to establish some sense of protection.  Slowly he was sinking to the ground, 
his own fire pushing back the force holding him skyward bit by agonizing bit. 
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Chalis reached Nathrak.   Showing no concern for his own safety, Chalis launched himself at his 
foe, forced Nathrak to react.  Instantly, Nathrak dropped his attack on Galiell and backhanded Chalis 
away. 

Both Chalis and Galiell fell to the ground, unmoving.   
A terrified scream split the silence.  Rogen felt his stomach tighten, and he looked around 

frantically.  “Shara!” 
Agravar had regained his feet.  “I cannot see her!”  
With Agravar right behind, Rogen ran back towards where he had left her when movement 

caught his eye.   Just to his left, Kivas stepped out from behind a rock.  Kivas’s eyes were wide and 
shadowy, and blood dripped down the side of his sarong. 

Rogen’s heart nearly stopped. 
He felt rather than saw Agravar abruptly leave his side, running towards the place where Galiell 

and Nathrak had been battling.  Bursts of flame erupted from behind him, but he could only stare at the 
slowly growing bloodstains as a new rage burned within him.  

“Do not worry,” Kivas said in a friendly tone.  “I spared her mind.   In its place, I took her heart!” 
Kivas exploded at him, and Rogen responded in kind.  They were deadlocked against each other, 

shoulder to shoulder, walls of flame flowing back and forth between them.   Their passions were equal, 
their fires were equal, and then they were blown apart, both landing hard in opposite directions, rolling 
to a stop in the dusty grass. 

Rogen struggled to his knees, shaking the sand out of his eyes.   
Four lengths away, Shiar held Agravar in the same death grip that had killed Delvin.  In spite of 

the pressure, Agravar still sparkled with power.  Shiar could not get a firm grip on his throat.  But 
Agravar was unable to breathe, and was clearly weakening.  With a final, desperate strike, Agravar was 
able to break Shiar’s grasp.  He fell to the ground, gasping, unable to roll away or get to his knees.  The 
blast had only knocked Shiar back a few steps. 

The bulky blond man took two strides forward and leaned down to grab the back of Agravar’s 
neck.  

Agravar snatched Shiar’s unshielded ankle with a free hand, and unloaded all the power he had 
left just as Shiar sent his own killing strike. 

Both glowed silver for long, agonizing beats, and then Shiar’s hair burst into flame, and he fell 
back to the ground, his eyes smoldering.  Smoke slowly seeped out of his ears. 

Agravar did not move. 
“Chalis!” Marrisha cried. 
Rogen whirled in time to see Nathrak grab the sides of Chalis’s head and pull him to his feet.   

Rogen could see Chalis’s eyes, watched them widen as Nathrak stared into him, his hands covering 
Chalis’s ears as their prey kept the young Clay from moving.  Chalis’s mouth opened and closed 
soundlessly, and tears fell freely down his face. 

Rogen drew in power, ready to strike, and only just turned in time to ward off another attack 
from Kivas.  He reflexively fired his prepared attack in all directions, knocking Kivas back.   

“How can you do this?” he demanded.  “To your own people?” 
Kivas smiled.  “You are weak.  We have all grown weak.  The people of Devengar used to bow 

down before our strength.  Now, look at you!  You cannot help but be controlled.  You cannot help but 
grovel before us.”   The tall man grinned, but his eyes stayed black.  “You think you know power, but we 
are the only ones strong enough to use it. We will restore the Lights to their full glory, and we will rule 
Devengar as we were meant to rule,” he snapped. 

“Not while we fight,” said Rogen, his eyes and hands sparkling.    
“Chalis!  No!”  Marrisha’s voice was full of loss and anguish. 
Rogen forced himself to ignore it. 
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Kivas charged him, and he deftly stepped to the side.  He chopped an arm across Kivas’s back, 
causing the taller man to stumble.  Kivas regained his balance, never dropping his guard, but before he 
could fully reorient himself, Rogen ran after him and shoved him head first to the ground.   

With a savage roar, Rogen jumped on top of Kivas, throwing punch after punch, but Kivas 
managed to defend until they were rolling around in the dust.  Kivas gained the advantage and landed 
on top, throwing punches of his own.  The first hit, but Rogen blocked the second, and he gathered 
himself enough to send a blast that knocked Kivas off and onto his back amongst the stones. 

Before Kivas could rise, Rogen raised a hand, grabbed a huge boulder of rock and metal with his 
power, and dropped it onto Kivas’s chest.  The tall man was taken by surprise, and only barely managed 
to hold it off enough to keep from being crushed.   

Rogen rose and went over to him, standing with his feet on either side of Kivas’s head.  Kivas 
fought to breathe under the weight on his chest. 

“We are also strong,” Rogen told him, and then he raised a foot and planted it onto Kivas’s neck.  
“There is what you can do, and what you should do.  Our strength should guide us.”  Rogen bit back the 
urge to scream.   “Your alleged strength has led you to this failed calling, Kivas.”  Kivas reached up with 
an unsteady hand and grabbed at Rogen’s foot, but Rogen kicked it away.  Rogen shoved his foot down 
as hard as he could, blasting away at Kivas’s defenses with everything he had. 

This is for Shara. 
It only took a few beats.  Kivas finally broke, drew in a breath, and then the boulder landed clean 

on his chest, crushing bones all over his body.   Blood appeared at the corner of his mouth, and a final 
breath wheezed between his lips. 

Rogen whirled to see what he could do to help his friends.   Atop one of the boulders, Galiell 
stalked back and forth, his eyes everywhere. 

“Where is he?” Rogen called. 
“He has vanished among the rocks!  Be wary!”  The Night’s eyes burned as he continued to 

search for his nemesis, stepping down and out of view. 
On the other side of the rock formation, Marrisha stood over the smoldering body of Chalis.    

Her sarong had been shredded, and her right thigh was burned.   Her shoulders collapsed as her powers 
vanished from her face.    She fell to her knees next to her lifeless friend, reaching out with a hand as if 
to shake him awake, her teeth digging into her lip.   Rogen called her name just as tingling ran up and 
down his back.   

Blasts of power struck him from behind, sending him reeling forward into the rocks.  He barely 
managed to keep his head safe, but he struck a boulder shoulder first and fell to his knees.   He choked 
back a cry as the world whirled around him. 

Two hands grabbed his shoulders and turned him around.  He tried to strike out, but the world 
was still turning.  The hands clasped his head, one on each ear, pulling him to his feet. 

And then he was looking into the deepest, blackest eyes he had ever seen.  And they were 
growing, and the face that held them was rising, wider and higher and deeper, and still the eyes were 
growing, filling his vision with nothingness, the fingers holding him, digging in harder… 
 You belong to me, a voice whispered.  
 Rogen tried to close his eyes but could not…could not… 
 You belong to me.  All that I ask of you, you will do for me. 
 Like cracks spreading in ice, small lattices of light reached down through his eyes and into his 
mind.  Slowly they moved, crashing upon the shores of his consciousness. Rogen heard them start to 
break apart further and further, and a low burn flared up somewhere between the hands holding him 
still.   He wanted to cry out, but his mouth would not move… 
 You will do as I wish. 
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 Rogen felt tears, hot tears stream down his cheeks as the burning intensified.  The pain seared 
his mind, tore at who he was.  His friends did not matter.  His world did not matter.  No one cared.  His 
only choice was to fight and conquer.  To take what he could by the force of will and the power to 
possess. 
 You belong to me. 
 No.  Even if there was no one left to care, Rogen would not go. 
 You must! 
 Never.   From one side of Rogen’s mind, an image of Marrisha rose.  Her eyes were full of 
strength, full of assuredness, but he had seen deeper into her, and he knew the vulnerability that she 
held close to her heart, had heard it in her muffled “please” on the boat, and in the agony in her voice as 
Chalis was turned against them.  Rogen grabbed that strength and pulled it close the core of his 
existence. 
 On the other side, Galiell.   Somewhere nearby his master still lived, and still fought.  All that 
Rogen was, he owed to the man who had trained him, the man who had so confidently led him to this 
battle on this lonely island.  Always do the right things, he had been taught.   Conviction.  Clarity.  
Purpose.  He grabbed the best of his master and pulled that close to his core as well. 
 As hard as he could, he brought the greatest parts of each of them together and raised it as a 
barrier to the lattices threatening to rob him of his soul.  
 But Rogen failed.  Nathrak’s eyes burned into him, and that voice droned on and on.  Rogen 
tried to block it out.  The Sky reached out to the two people he held most dear and tried not to let go. 
 Still he failed.  The lattices continued to shatter across all that he was, consuming everything 
within him. 
 You belong to me. 
 Yes. Rogen stepped back, drawing in power.  To his right, there was an enemy; she was small, 
and weak, and she would not be able to fight back.   He would burn her to the ground where she stood.    

Rogen’s eyes went vacant.  He waited for the voice to release him.  Waited for the hands at his 
ears to let him go. Waited for the eyes that stretched from one corner of his world to the other to 
shimmer away.  Waited for release, so he could rid the world of her.  Her and all of the others like her 
who did not understand.  
 From far away, he saw two glistening hands reach in from behind Nathrak’s head.  These hands 
were worn and wrinkled.   Their aged fingers curled into claws.  Rogen knew them.  Even in the depths 
of possession, they were familiar to him. 

Galiell slapped Nathrak’s temples with a thunderbolt that threatened to crush his skull. 
 Nathrak howled as if hot irons had pierced his mind. The ever-widening apparition of his dark 
visage, the one that still consumed Rogen’s vision, silently shattered.   As it dissolved, Nathrak let Rogen 
go, reeling back and reaching for power to ward off his enemy. 
 Rogen collapsed to the ground.  His eyes would not work, open though they were.  A low groan 
escaped his lips. 
 He was himself again. 

He felt power surge above him, and for the second time, Rogen heard Nathrak scream.   Then he 
heard more fire, and feet running, and chaos all around him… 

He could not move.  He tried to pull his hands in and lift himself up, but they would not listen.  
Across his blindness, an afterglow of latticework pulsed, a silent reminder of his failure, but his eyes still 
stared lifelessly straight ahead. 

A touch on his shoulder, and then another, and then someone was rolling him over onto his 
back.    

“Rogen?”  Marrisha’s voice was faint.  “Oh, Rogen…”   He felt her weight shift as she leaned 
down to listen for his breathing.   Warm drops fell upon his cheek. 
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His voice was raspy as he struggled to speak.  “Where is Gal…where…” 
“Nathrak has fled.  Galiell pursues him.”  Marrisha slumped next to him, her hand still on his 

arm.  “So much evil…”    
Rogen tried to reach for her hand and failed.  He wanted to tell her that this was not her fault, 

that this was not her doing… 
Her voice trembled.  “They are all dead.  Agravar, Shara, Delvin, Chal…”  She caught herself.  

“Did you know, Rogen?  Did you know that Shiar was Shara’s brother?” 
The ground underneath them rumbled.  Marrisha let go of him as the shaking intensified.   
“Help…” he breathed.  Help me.  Help Galiell. 
More wetness fell upon his chest.  “He made me do it,” Marrisha said softly.  “Chalis…” 
“Help…” 
He felt her stiffen against him, felt the shimmering of her power begin to surge again.  She 

began to rise to her feet.  The anger emanating from her was unmistakable. 
“Hold,” said a voice Rogen did not recognize.   “I am my own again.” 
“I see,” she replied, her voice holding no forgiveness. “You are strong, Beleren of the Tree.” 
“As are you,” he admitted.  “You fought well.” 
“You remember?” 
Beleren did not answer. “I am here now, and whole.”   He paused, as if reconsidering his words.  

“Somewhat whole.  What can I do?   Are you hurt?” 
Rogen felt Marrisha kneel down next to him again.  “Rogen is hurt, but alive.   Galiell went after 

Nathrak.” 
“Alone?” Beleren demanded. “Where?” 
The mountain suddenly jumped beneath them.  Partway up the slope, an explosion sent 

boulders and dust and ash flying high above them.  To their left, black smoke poured into the air as if the 
volcano’s north side had been ripped open. 

“There,” Marrisha told him, pointing up the slope.  Covering his head with a free hand, Beleren 
ran as hard as he could in the direction of the explosion.   

The mountain jumped again. 
And again. 
Above them, the smoky cloud spewing from the top of the peak was turning black, and the wind 

carried the dark plumes coming from the mountain’s side up to join them.  Thunder boomed overhead, 
and the shaking was unrelenting.  Marrisha hunched over Rogen in an attempt to protect him.  Her skin 
became warm as she encased both of them in what little power she could summon. 

He tried to wrap an arm around her, anything, but he still couldn’t move.   
Small rocks fell like rain around them.  As the smoldering mists grew, shadows fell across the 

island.  One by one, the three suns dimmed, and the water below them turned pale red. 
“We have to go, Rogen,” Marrisha said, looking around as more debris began tumbling out of 

the sky.  “We have to get back to the ship if we can.” 
His eyes were recovering.   The pulsing lattices had faded away.   Ruddy shadows had intruded 

upon the darkness, and he could make out faint shapes. 
“Help Galiell,” he commanded, stronger this time, the feeling returning to his arms and legs.  He 

was able to roll over, able to get to his knees. 
“He does not need our help,” she told him.  “We will not survive much longer here.  The volcano 

is going to erupt.”  She paused, coughing out dust and ash.  “Beleren will do what he can.” 
Marrisha grabbed him under the arm and helped him to his feet.  He held onto her, able to see 

clearly at last. 
She would not meet his eyes.   Wet streaks lined the dust upon her face. 
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He looked up.   The dust and rocks had slowed their fall, but smoke still filled the air.  The plume 
was now totally black.  Underneath the hazy shadows, lava flowed out over the edges of the 
mountaintop.   Ash covered everything all around them, and here and there small fires had broken out 
where hot embers had struck dry grass.  The three suns continued to flicker and grow faint, and it 
seemed more like second sunfall than third sunrise.  

There was another detonation.  Fresh smoke and fire spewed into the air from the mountain’s 
rent side.  Rogen and Marrisha stumbled and fell to their knees. 

And then a sound, like nothing they had ever heard before, a sound like a thousand bells striking 
all at once, tore open the south side of the volcano.   To their right, whole walls of rock burst out into 
the ocean.   Underneath that shredded hillside, boulders toppled and fell, and cinders lit more fires.  
Faster than lightning, a great, dark cloud, driven by wind and ash and flame, rumbled through the 
southern reaches of the island, turning everything in its path to dust. 

Rogen could only stare at the shuddering mountain.  “Galiell!” 
“We have to go!”  Marrisha hauled herself to her feet.  “We will run out of time!  Sunsdown will 

have to leave for her own safety!” 
Rogen understood.  After a beat of silent misery, survival took over.  Across the tiny plateau they 

stumbled.   The sharp rock faces surrounding them were even more challenging now.  Marrisha did her 
best to protect them with her power, did what she could to steady him as they cautiously scaled back 
down.  Rogen’s arms and legs protested again and again, but he managed to keep up with her meager 
pace. 

At last they reached loose gravel, and together they staggered down the hillside.  As they made 
their way closer and closer to the ocean, Marrisha launched flares of power into the air, a desperate 
signal that they were still alive and on their way back. 

It seemed to take forever. 
Finally, they had escaped enough of the dust and ash that they were able to make out the 

shoreline.  Rogen had no idea how long they had been gone, or how much distance Sunsdown had been 
able to put between itself and the island. 

At the mouth of the bay, Sunsdown was slowly making its way back to the beach in response to 
Marrisha’s signal.  Apparently Baylock had not strayed too far from shore.  The captain must have been 
confident of the ship’s safety once there were no further attacks.   

Rogen nearly smiled in relief.  Baylock was a man of his word. 
Beyond the warship, beyond the protection of the ancient crater, the ocean waves were rising 

and falling in response to the damage done to the island, higher and more intense.  The warship had 
been fortunate to remain close to the bay rather than attempt to move further away.  Fleeing into the 
open ocean would likely have prevented any sort of return. 

Rogen stumbled again, and Marrisha caught him before he could fall. 
Someone was calling her name. 
They turned, and two figures, covered head to toe in dust, were making their way down the 

mountain.  They were supporting each other as best they could as they ran with grim determination. 
Galiell.  Beleren. 
Beleren was bleeding from several places.  His arm was cut from elbow to wrist, and the right 

side of his face was covered in bloody ash.  His eyes looked dazed and unfocused, but he was moving 
swiftly. 

“He tried to protect me from one of Nathrak’s strikes,” Galiell said in explanation as they drew 
near.  “Nearly blasted him down the hillside.” 

Rogen restrained himself as he slowly rose to his feet.   He wanted nothing more than to wrap 
his arms around his master.  Marrisha’s eyes were white as if she’d seen a demon. 

“We thought you dead,” she whispered. 
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“Not quite yet,” the Night said.  Now that he had stopped, they could see patches of pasty ash 
all over his body.  “Soon, perhaps, if we do not get to the ship.  Go!” 

“What happened to Nathrak?” Rogen asked, gathering himself. 
Galiell shook his head.  “He vanished.  In the middle of our battle, a sound like demon bells, and 

a wall of darkness between us… then he vanished.”  The Night bent over, his hands on his knees, 
breathing deeply.  “And when the darkness disappeared, the mountain shattered.” 

“We heard the sound,” Marrisha said. 
“Is he dead then?” Rogen demanded. 
The Night shook his head as he returned to his full height.  “I do not know.  I do not know how 

he could be otherwise.  But there was no body to speak of.  He was there…then the wall of 
darkness...and then he was gone.” 

Rogen sagged.  “We have failed.”   I have failed.  I could not resist him.  Now he has escaped. 
You belong to me. 
“Time will tell, Rogen.  You fought well.”  Galiell’s voice caught.  “We all did.” 
Another detonation spewed fire and rock into the air.  The mountain was bleeding lava from 

three places now:  its top, and the two gashes on either side.   The last of the sunlight dimmed as the 
smoky ash clouds above them continued to swell and the sky grew ever darker. 

And then the largest roar of them all, shaking the entire island from side to side, as twin fissures 
abruptly opened, one on the left, the other on the right.  From the north and south, the fissures reached 
out for each other through the rock.  The weight of the peak had become too heavy for what remained 
of the volcano, and it was breaking apart, disintegrating before their eyes. 

As quickly as their footing would allow, they ran for the ship.  Above them, as if sliced apart by a 
blade, the top half of the peak slid eastwards towards the sea.  
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TWO 

 Arnath rose from the depths of silence, the darkness of shadows, barely aware of the cool 
breeze flowing through the open window of his tiny meditation room.  He took a deep, soothing breath.  
After a beat he lifted his bearded chin from his chest, and though his eyes were closed, the lack of light 
still registered somewhere deep within his consciousness. 
 Night was falling. 

From the front door of his quarters he heard another knock.  The first one had intruded upon his 
introspection.  Now his ears were alive with sound: the creak of the front door slowly opening; three, 
perhaps four, pairs of feet walking upon the hardwood floor; the slithering of a sword being loosened in 
its scabbard; the heaviness of step betraying the size and strength of the trespassers; the sound of 
others breathing in the hallway outside his modest accommodations.  There were perhaps eight 
Sentinels on the other side of the door behind him. 

Arnath opened his eyes.  Third sunfall was nearly over and soon the moon would make its 
evening entrance. Until now, it had been a circle much like any other. 

Without a sound, he unfolded his legs and got to his feet.   He sipped water from a flask on a 
plain table to his right.  He pulled on the leather vambraces that shielded his forearms, sliding his fingers 
through the partial gloves that protected his hands.  One long knife he slipped into the sheath at his left 
hip; the other into the sheath at the top of his left boot.   He shrugged on a hardened leather vest. 

A barely perceptible smile danced upon his lips as he reached for a long length of chain.  From 
afar, it might have been mistaken for a whip: at one end of its length, an engraved wooden handle 
perhaps two hands long beckoned to be held; at the other, a short blade of black steel yearned for 
battle. The blade was razor sharp on both edges and ended in a point sharper than a needle. The handle 
had been well-worn, a tiny loop of leather hanging from its end to help keep it near; it had been treated 
with a resin that made the handle as hard as most steel.  In between the blade and the handle, there 
was perhaps just over a length of chain, small links built of exceedingly durable iron that made a low, 
sliding sound as they moved against each other. 

Caressing the chain as he might a lover’s cheek, Arnath slowly rolled the weapon up three, four 
times, looping the chain about itself until he was satisfied.  He hung it from a ring of leather at his waist 
that was secured with a clasp; with a flick of his thumb he would be able to free the chain if he so 
desired. 

As he reached for his black cloak, there was a third knock, this time on the door of his 
meditation room. 

“Chainmaster?” said a voice from the other side of the door. 
Arnath wrapped his cloak around his broad shoulders, hiding his weapons away from view.  
“You have been asked to come with us.” 
He pulled the hood of his cloak up over his head.  Shadows fell across his face, shielded his eyes.  

For a beat or two, he surveyed the neighborhood below.   Lanterns were appearing here and there 
throughout the northern streets of Kabisera, dimly lighting the grey tile rooftops of the buildings that 
stretched slowly up the hills from the window of his room.  In the distance, as if some primal force had 
reached out its hand and shoved upward, hundreds of pillars of rock rose above the hillside, sheltering 
the peninsula from the rest of Devengar.   In and around the rocks were trees of all shapes and sizes, 
many of them reach for the sky as if to compete with their earthen counterparts.  The towering rocks 
were cradled by clouds that hugged the ground, such that the pillars appeared to be floating in midair.  
Most nights the clouds were white, but tonight they were a dull crimson. 
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To the east and to the west, the ocean also reflected an unusual shade of red.  If Arnath had 
leaned out his window, he would have been able to make out the first piers of the port of Kabisera 
southwest of his home, stretching partway around the southern tip of the isthmus, stopping just short of 
the Majestic, the Great Keep of Kabisera.   

“Chainmaster.”  The voice grew more urgent. 
Arnath took a final breath and closed the window.  Only then did he speak.  “Yes.” 
He turned and opened the door of his meditation room. 
Six Sentinels crowded around the doorway.  They were all dressed in leather armor, much like 

the vambraces on his arms.  None of them would meet his gaze; they all had hands on their sword hilts, 
and sweat beaded slightly on their foreheads. For the sake of appearance, Arnath stifled a chuckle at 
their obvious unease.   

As they parted, Arnath recognized a taller man behind them.  This man was similarly dressed, 
but underneath the leather vest protecting his upper body was an undershirt of blue.  He did not avoid 
Arnath’s gaze as he stepped forward with clear purpose.  

“Chainmaster,” he said again.  “Your attendance is requested.” 
“Good to see you, Sargoth,” Arnath said with an easy grin. “What brings a Sentinel of the Sky out 

to this part of the city?” 
“The walls have ears,” Sargoth told him.  He calmly dropped the long fingers of his right hand to 

his sword hilt.  “Will you come with us?” 
“It seems you have forgotten what happened last time you tried to make me do your bidding.” 
Sargoth’s green eyes darkened under his long mane of black hair.  “The shoulder has healed.”   
“And the Bursar of the Tree?  Were you able to convince him that his wife’s purity is intact?” 
As the Sentinels behind him shuffled uneasily, Sargoth took another step forward.  “I am not 

here to discuss your dalliances, Chainmaster.  This is of critical importance.”  Sargoth’s free hand rested 
at his hip.  “Will you come?”  

There was something in the lack of apprehension in Sargoth’s tone that caught Arnath’s 
attention.  The chainmaster was suddenly quite certain that if he did not cooperate, Sargoth would bring 
him by force. 

Or at least try.  Critical importance, indeed. 
“Yes, I will come.” 
Arnath let the door to his meditation chamber slide shut and strode out into the sparse living 

quarters that he called home.  Other than a couch, a chair, and a lantern hanging on the wall, the room 
was bare.  As he did every circle, he noted the thin layer of dust on the furniture and vowed that 
tomorrow he would do some basic cleaning.  It was the only deferment of duty he ever allowed himself. 

The seven Sentinels crowded around behind him as they filed out onto the narrow cobblestone 
streets that were commonplace on the north end.  This part of Kabisera was relatively new, having been 
built in recent cycles as more and more people made their way to the heart of Devengar.  Arnath had 
heard through various innkeepers that the city was close to running out of space for new buildings, and 
that the city leaders were going to have to consider building up or turning people away.  Though not 
overly sentimental, there was something about adding to the heights of the buildings in the city that 
made Arnath a little regretful.  He liked Kabisera the way it was. 

Arnath stepped aside and motioned for Sargoth to take the lead.  The chainmaster had a hunch 
where they were headed, but did not want to be presumptuous. The misty clouds that had embraced 
the giant rock pillars behind them had eased down into the city, giving the paths ahead a ghostly 
appearance.   

Night had fallen.  Arnath drew the hood of his cloak tighter about his head. 
Sargoth took them south, away from the sloping hillside.  Cobblestone became dirt as they 

entered the older sections of the city closer to the port.  In some places, there was thatch instead of 
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roofing tiles, and in others the large rock bricks were crumbling due to age.  The slope slowly leveled 
out. 

As was usual once the three suns had set, there was little activity in the Devengarian capital.  
Every hundred lengths or so, some person would be out on some errand, but they would see the group 
of Sentinels and move out of their way.  As the buildings began to shift purpose from domicile to 
merchant, shops began to dot each side of the street, all of them closed for the night.  On occasion, they 
would pass a pub or tavern; the noise of conversation and laughter would briefly interrupt the isolation 
of their journey.  The closer to the center of the city they walked, the taller the buildings grew, until they 
seemed to be walking down a narrow valley.  

“Where do we go?” Arnath asked. 
“If the walls have ears, the streets would howl this gathering from every rooftop.  Discretion is 

appreciated.”  Sargoth glanced sideways at him.  “I doubt you have had much need for discretion.” 
“Well said,” Arnath murmured. 
They came to the large courtyard that served as the social center of the city.  It was empty now, 

save for a few sleeping bodies here and there.   As Sargoth led them around the outer edges of the park, 
the Majestic rose above them, freed from the obstructions that had sheltered it from view in the vales 
of the central city. 

The ancient castle had been built on a promontory, a large hill that jutted out into the ocean.  
On three sides, the curtain walls were protected by cliffs; on the fourth side, the main gate stood some 
thirty lengths above ground level.  Torches dotted the tops of the battlements, revealing silhouettes of 
Sentinels on patrol.  The cream-colored rock that had been used to build the Keep flickered with orange 
overtones in the evening dark. 

Above the walls, Arnath could barely make out the outlines of the main hall partway across the 
main bailey, and the imperial stronghold nestled at the far end.   Atop each of the two towers closest to 
the sea, large mirrors reflected firelight left and right, signaling to all ships that dared to sail at night 
where the ports of the capital city began. 

Below the walls, the legendary StairFall joined the main gate to the barbican below.  Forty 
lengths long, and with steps wide enough for a pack animal to climb, the StairFall was lined on either 
side with short battlements that were only accessible from the main keep.  It had been said that no 
invader had ever been able to breach the walls of the Majestic because of the slaughter that would 
come should anyone attempt to mount the Stairs. 

As the first bastion of defense, the barbican echoed the structure of the larger keep, albeit on a 
lesser scale.  It only had room for the outer gate and a stable, but with four towers and a series of 
battlements, it was well defended when needed. 

They reached the far side of the courtyard and continued through the streets.  The Majestic fell 
out of view, but Arnath could still make out the dull glow in the sky above the rooftops.  Curiously, the 
orange overtones were still there, and Arnath realized that he had yet to see the moon this night.  He 
glanced around, but there was nothing but a high cloud cover barely visible above them, reflecting the 
city lights back into his eyes.  

“Why does the sky burn orange tonight?” Arnath asked. 
Sargoth answered with a shrug.  “It has been that way since second sunfall.”  He turned east 

down a darkened alleyway.  The Sentinel of the Sky walked for a few beats, and then stopped at a barely 
visible door at the back of a small inn.  From the front of the inn, it was clear that the nightly celebration 
was in full swing.  Singing and hollering echoed back and forth down the dimly lit side streets. 

Sargoth quickly opened the door and motioned Arnath in.  When the chainmaster was through, 
Sargoth and another of the Sentinels followed him. 

“Upstairs to the left,” Sargoth ordered. 
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The stairs creaked beneath his booted feet, and Arnath assumed that any element of surprise 
was likely gone.  He stroked his bearded chin in anticipation as he reached the top of the chairs and 
turned left down a short hallway.  His boots kicked up dust, and his nose itched for a beat.  As he pulled 
back the cowl of his cloak, he noticed a set of footprints in the dust that were relatively new.  Someone 
was waiting for him. 

Arnath reached a wooden door at the end of the hallway.  Sargoth leaned around the 
chainmaster’s shoulder and knocked once.  

“Enter,” said a voice from within. 
Sargoth nodded at Arnath.  The chainmaster opened the door slowly.  Sargoth and the other 

Sentinel were right behind him, and Arnath heard the slight hiss as Sargoth loosened his sword in its 
scabbard. 

In the corner of the room sat an old man in a dark mantle.   A long staff leaned against the arm 
of his wooden chair, and his eyes were sheltered by a large hat.  A lone candle graced the table to the 
man’s right.   Several rings on his right hand glittered dimly as his fingers drummed his thigh. 

Arnath stepped into the room.  
The old man rose in response, revealing a long nose and a thin mouth.   Around his neck hung a 

modest necklace of leather, seven clear gems embedded within it.  Arnath might have recognized him 
without the sign of his rank, as his nose was legendary fodder for jokes about the ruling couple. 

“Consort,” Arnath said with the slightest bow of his head. 
Ulric, husband of the late Empress of Devengar, smiled slightly and chuckled under his breath.  

“Chainmaster,” he acknowledged.  “Is this all the respect I deserve?” 
“As much as any other concubine,” Arnath replied.  He jerked his head backwards.  “Are they 

needed?” 
Ulric’s knowing smile broadened a bit, and with a wave of his bejeweled hand, he ordered the 

Sentinels out of the room.   
Sargoth hesitated.  “He is still armed, master.” 
Ulric appeared to be unconcerned.  “Do wait outside, Sargoth.  I have faith that you will be 

listening should Arnath attempt any mischief.  You might even be able to open the door before he 
finishes his handiwork.” 

The Sentinel hesitated another beat, shooting a glance at Arnath that might have been a threat, 
and then turned around. 

“Your faith is refreshing,” Arnath muttered as the door shut behind him. 
“In Sargoth?  He, at least, would not hesitate to take up arms against you.  Most of those 

standing outside would rather soil themselves and run home to their mothers.”  The mocking smile 
melted away, and Ulric tossed his hat onto a chair.  “Shall we drop the pretenses?” 

“If you wish,” Arnath replied, although he was unclear what pretenses he had assumed.  “Such 
problems are common.” 

“Yes, yes, cowardice is rampant amongst the Sentinels.  That is true.”  Ulric started to pace the 
room, twisting one of his rings on a finger with his free hand.  “This brings me to why I’ve summoned 
you here.” 

“It will take more than training…” Arnath began. 
Ulric swung around, interrupting Arnath with sudden ferocity.  “Would you?” 
The chainmaster paused for a beat, uncertain of the question’s meaning.   
The old man leaned forward, his eyes intent and unblinking.  “You are an elite warrior among 

neophytes.   You have mastered a weapon few can understand, let alone wield.  I could name you Night 
of the Sentinels of Devengar and you would be universally feared, universally respected, and universally 
obeyed.  No one…not a single Sentinel…would dare speak ill of you.  You would rule our strength, and 
you could restore our ability to fight.  But would you?” 
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Out of respect for the Consort’s apparent lack of fear, Arnath settled for honesty.  “No.” 
Ulric’s voice snapped like a whip.  “No!  Your desire for solitude is nearly as legendary as your 

skill with the chain.”  His free hand began to twist another ring, and he retraced his footsteps again, back 
and forth across the room. “Of course I did not ask you here to train the Sentinels.  You would refuse!  A 
thousand cycles of living under the rule of the Lights has deprived us of any motivation to learn to fight 
for ourselves, and there is no easy resolution to that.”  He stopped at the far edge of the room and 
turned to face Arnath again.  “You could have at least considered it.  I hoped for better from you, 
Chainmaster.” 

“You surprise me,” Arnath acknowledged.  “I did not think that you might be interested in 
making the Sentinels better fighters, or anything else, for that matter.   Rumor has it that you instead fill 
your time with disagreeable drink and even more disagreeable women.”  Arnath paused deliberately, 
but Ulric did not take the bait.  “What do want of me?” 

“It is simple. I want you to discover the truth of my wife’s death.” 
Arnath drew in a breath.  “But…we know what happened.  The Empress was ambushed by rogue 

Lights, was she not?” 
“You cannot be so naïve,” Ulric said. “The Night of Lights has gone in pursuit of the criminals 

who supposedly killed her, but he has left no one behind to ask questions.  Why?”  The old man’s nose 
twitched.  “Why did Galiell leave so abruptly, with his best Lights?  Who is left in charge? Who is left to 
make sure those behind are safe?  No, Chainmaster.  There is something desperate in the Night’s 
reaction to this incident.  If he is going to be the next ruler of Devengar, his judgment must be sound. His 
place is here, not out pursuing criminals. Instead he has abandoned his duty. I want to know why.” 

As Ulric spoke, the thought of conducting an investigation was becoming increasingly 
unappealing to the chainmaster.  “Are there not more qualified investigators that you could ask?” he 
demanded.  “I have no patience for such intrigue.” 

“Who will I send?  I have little authority.  I can command the Sentinels, but few of them are 
qualified.  The ones that I would trust are well known in Kabisera.  Who will speak to Sargoth?  Who will 
answer his questions?  Who else can inspire enough fear to loosen tongues?” 

“You speak as if the Sentinels are useless…as if there are no problems in the city.  No disputes 
ever mediated.  No arguments ever diffused.” 

“This is not a petty property dispute, or a fight between jealous lovers.  We are talking about the 
murder of my Empress by one of her own advisors.  What witness will step forward and share what they 
know of the perpetrators?  Who else is out there that might threaten them if they speak?” 

Arnath paused for a beat, trying to find a plausible argument against what Ulric was saying.  
“You have told me why you think the Night is not acting as he should.  That does not change what we 
know or make the facts any more or less true.  Perhaps we already know what happened, and this 
investigation is needless.” 

“Do you believe that?” 
Again Arnath paused.  The whole story had seemed unfathomable to him.  Assassinations had 

been unheard of.  Even vague rumors of incidents between the Lights did not lead him to the possibility 
of such an event occurring. 

Ulric nodded in satisfaction.  “Exactly.  And I also do not believe it.  That is why I need you.  Why 
I need you to find out what happened.  The people will speak to you.  They will see you coming, and they 
will know that you will hold them accountable; they will think that your very presence threatens some 
measure of justice or retribution.  Your reputation will aid you in ways that you do not yet comprehend.  
You alone are capable of getting answers.” 

“You flatter me.  I rarely venture out into the city for any reason.” 
Ulric’s eyes narrowed.  “Perhaps I do flatter you.  Perhaps you are not as great a warrior as I was 

led to believe, and this task is beyond you.”  He leaned forward until his warm breath was close enough 
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that Arnath could feel it on his cheek.  “Is this the case? Are you afraid that our opinion of your prowess 
is misguided?  That you are just like any other Sentinel supplicant, weak and ineffectual?” 

The chainmaster felt sudden heat rising into his throat, and the corners of his eyes trembled.  He 
reached out a hand and grabbed Ulric’s shoulder, pulling him even closer until their noses nearly 
touched.  “Do you believe that?” he growled through clenched teeth. 

“What does it matter what I believe?” Ulric said, his gaze betraying no reaction, not even 
anxiety.  “You may kill me. But you will have to kill every Sentinel from here to the street thereafter.   
And as cowardly and inept as they may be, they will not stop until you are caught.  I am not as indecisive 
as others who may choose to rule Devengar.  My orders are explicit.”   The old man smiled.  “What of it, 
Arnath?  Will you kill me now and attempt to justify slaughter during your escape?  Or will you consider 
my offer and help me determine the truth of what is happening around us?” 

Arnath released Ulric with a shove, and the old man stumbled back into the chair.  “What do you 
gain from this investigation?” 

“Excellent,” Ulric said as he recovered his balance. “A question worthy of you.  As you might 
expect, I intend to be the next Emperor of Devengar.  The truth will expose the Lights as unfit to rule, 
and we will finally gain our independence from their governance.  Galiell will not have enough votes to 
become Emperor, and I will step in.” 

“There are others who would also lay claim,” Arnath said.  “There are many Lights of the Sky 
who would be elevated if Galiell were to withdraw.” 

“Who would vote for them?  One of them killed our Empress.  Many of the others are loyal to 
Galiell.”  Ulric raised a clenched hand.  “Every cycle, fewer and fewer Lights are found.  Their numbers 
decrease. This is the time to take back Devengar.  Now, when the Lights have less support than ever 
before.” 

“And if Galiell is innocent?  His motives pure?” 
Ulric shook his head.  “That is not possible.” 
Arnath waved a hand in response to the denial.  He did not like the direction the conversation 

was going.  “You ask me to stand at the forefront of an uprising.  You ask me to justify corrupting our 
way of life.”  His eyes grew hard.  “I am ill-suited for such work.  If I find the truth, and it is not to your 
liking, you will bend it to your needs.  I will be…”  Arnath searched for a beat for the right word.  
“…dissatisfied.  That dissatisfaction will require answer.  You should find someone who would not mind 
it if the outcome of this investigation is…predetermined.” 

“No.  I must know the truth.  If Galiell is honest, then so be it.  He has still abandoned his duty 
and must answer for that before he can rise to leadership.  If Galiell is involved somehow, he must also 
answer for that before he can rise to leadership.  In either case, I mean for the Lights to be removed 
from rule.  It has been too long.”  The old man smiled.  “As for your implied threat, Chainmaster, 
everything I do revolves around bending the truth. I will be certain not to bend yours to the point that 
you feel it necessary to take action to relieve your dissatisfaction.” 

Arnath finally shrugged.  He had heard enough.  “Send Sargoth.  Send anyone you see fit.  They 
can find whatever truth you wish to find.”   He turned to open the door. 

“Chainmaster.”   Ulric reached out and grabbed his arm, turning the chainmaster back around.  
Ulric’s grip was firm, and for the first time, his eyes held something other than resolve.  “Arnath.  
Please.” 

Arnath did not relent.  “Play your politics without me, old man.  The Lights have done nothing to 
me.  You do not need me for this scheme of yours to work.” 

“I do need you.”  Ulric was gritting his teeth as if the admission was painful.  
“Why?” 
“Integrity.” 
Again, Arnath paused.  He did not understand.  Integrity?   
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“Do you truly not comprehend?” Ulric spat.  “In ten circles’ time, the Ruling Council will meet at 
Conclave to elect Elianna’s successor.  I will stand before them and ask for the Honor of Ascension.  I will 
ask them to admit that the Lights are no longer capable of ruling Devengar, no longer trustworthy 
enough to guide us, even if I must dishonor my wife’s name while doing so.  I will ask the Ruling Council 
to vote for the chance to rule with intelligence and grace rather than with power and hubris.  I will ask 
all of this, and I will use your words to validate my claim.  You will find the truth, and you will explain it 
to them, and they will see that I am right.  No one will believe a Sentinel, not even one as committed as 
Sargoth.  But you…no one will question you.  I will not even have to bend the truth, as you say.  I am that 
confident in what you will find.” 

“The Empress was killed by a Light of the Sky.  That achieves everything you ask for.” 
“No.”  Ulric was adamant.  “It must be confirmed.  For now it is just a rumor.  In a few circles it 

will fade away, and it will lose the power to sway minds.  And votes.” 
Arnath stood silently for long beats.  “And if I still refuse?” 
“I fear what will happen.  I fear a war amongst the Lights, and amongst those caught in between.  

We will turn on each other, and we will no longer know peace.”  All trace of cunning was gone from 
Ulric’s face.  “What harm is there to you, Arnath?   No one will dare touch you.  Help me find a way to 
continued peace.  Help me justify my wife’s sacrifice.  I…may not have always behaved well.  We had our 
share of problems, especially of late. But I always loved her, in my own way.  I will not have her death 
lead to war.” 

Arnath did not move.  His fingers ran lightly up and down the handle of his chain, but other than 
that, he was still.  He could not find any logical reason to deny what he had heard, but for some reason, 
he felt troubled.   It would be simpler to return to his meditation room and shut the door.  Or maybe 
spend a circle training in the hills and pillars surrounding the city. 

But then an image flashed across his mind, an image of lightning and fire; of buildings burning, 
of his beloved city in flames as power seethed back and forth across the sky; of brothers and sisters 
turning on each other.  There is no such thing as a winnable war, he had read in the ancient texts.  If 
these rogue Lights were capable of assassination, what other tragedies might lie ahead?  What other 
battles would need to be fought? 

“Very well, I will see what I can learn,” Arnath said.  “A circle, maybe two, no more.” 
The relief was clear on the Consort’s face.  “I thank you, Chainmaster.  I look forward to hearing 

what you discover. Sargoth!” 
The door opened immediately, but Arnath did not yet turn.  Instead he held Ulric’s eyes for 

another beat, looking for any indication that his instincts were wrong, that he was being manipulated in 
some way that was not yet clear.  Ulric had presented a strong case, one that was hard to refute, and 
Arnath was curious as to what games were happening at the highest level of the leadership.  But Arnath 
was also certain that Ulric was only interested in supporting his own goals rather than what might be 
best for Devengar. 

Ulric returned the gaze without a hint of concern.  If anything, his hard gaze had softened. 
“Chainmaster,” said Sargoth. 
Arnath faintly bowed his head at the old man.  “Thank you, Consort.  You are wise to send me in 

Sargoth’s stead.”  With that, he turned to exit the room. 
The Sentinel of the Sky did not move from the doorway.  The lines around Sargoth’s mouth had 

tightened, and his dark eyes were wide with irritation.  His hand had once again dropped to his sword 
hilt.  “Respect begets respect, Arnath.  Mock me at your own risk.” 

However their last meeting had ended, it was clear that Sargoth was not going to be 
intimidated.   Arnath valued courage.  Instead of responding with another veiled insult, the chainmaster 
nodded once and held out his hand, gesturing for Sargoth to lead him back down to the street. 
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As they marched down the dusty stairs, Arnath drew his cloak back up over his head and pulled 
his vambraces tighter on his wrists.  He was undecided about where he was going to start.  It was 
unclear where he could go and not have it become obvious he was acting in some sort of official 
capacity.   

They stepped into the alleyway.  Arnath saw that the Sentinels that had escorted him there 
were gone.  Arnath realized that only Sargoth had stayed behind to keep watch over the Consort; he had 
not noticed that the Sky had been alone when called back into the Consort’s room. 

“Did you send your deputies home?” 
Sargoth regarded him with a strange look.  “I was asked to bring you to see the Consort.  That is 

done.”  The Sentinel glanced up at the night sky and pulled his own cloak tighter.  “First sunrise will 
come soon.  When you are ready to see the Consort again, find me.” 

“You were not concerned I might do something to Ulric?” 
“The Consort,” Sargoth stressed the title, “was never in danger.  You would not be so foolish as 

to do him harm.  There was no need to keep my deputies, as you call them, around.”  Sargoth met his 
eyes for a beat, and then nodded.  “You are free to go where you will.” 

“I must talk to the servants in the Majestic.” 
“Come ask for me at the barbican after second sunrise.”  The Sentinel started down the 

alleyway. 
Arnath was still uncertain.  He was not an investigator and felt ill-prepared.  “Wharf or gates?” 

he called out. 
Sargoth stopped.  “What?” 
“Would you start at the wharf or the gates?” 
Sargoth’s face still held that strange expression.  Arnath could not tell what he was thinking.  

“Had I wished to assist you, I would have suggested you start at the wharf.  Near Belkin’s old fish tavern.   
That is near where the Lights stole their sailboat.  But as the Consort has chosen to send you rather than 
me, I have no suggestions for you.”   He shrugged.  “I wish you luck.” 

Arnath felt heat rise into his throat again, but Sargoth was already walking quickly towards the 
street.  Without looking back, the Sentinel turned towards the Majestic as soon as he stepped out onto 
the main thoroughfare.  Arnath could not decide if Sargoth was truly mocking him or not. 

“Fish tavern…” he muttered to himself.  Arnath had stopped there a few times to sample the 
fresh seafood from the surrounding sea.  He remembered Belkin as a discontented, shrill old man who 
had never met a customer he liked.  Arnath was sure that the old man was only happy when he was 
complaining about something.  And the purportedly fresh seafood was not as good as it might have 
been.  Arnath had not been back, and did not know how Belkin stayed in business.  Just the smell of the 
place was enough to make him feel ill. 

Then he decided that was the perfect place for him to begin.  If anyone was going to be irritated 
enough to talk, it was Belkin. 

Besides, he was hungry.  He had not been granted time to take his evening meal. 
Decision made, Arnath walked out of the alleyway and into the street.  He paused for a beat, 

using the glistening towers of the barbican to orient himself, and then headed briskly along one of the 
major streets of Kabisera, connecting the central courtyard to the western wharves.  With the ocean 
near, and the promise of ale and good food in the air, the streets became more and more lively.  Several 
times he had to step around barrels left in front of homes or taverns, and at least once he heard 
something slithering along the walls, but he made quick progress.   

As he approached the wharf, he noticed that two of the structures along the main thoroughfare 
had been damaged.  One had been burned nearly to the ground, with only its southern wall still 
standing.  The other was in better shape, but two of its four walls had burst, seemingly from the inside.  
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Cloth and leather hung in tatters from the remains of the windows and doors.  Splinters of wood and 
brick littered the street between the two buildings.  In the darkness, it was hard to see anything within. 

To his left, two men dressed in worn tunics stepped around a corner. They were pushing a cart 
full of wooden blocks.  The worn wheel at the front of the cart made a grating sound as it struggled 
under the weight. 

“This is the last load,” said one. 
“Hopefully there will be no more waves tonight,” said the other.  “I would not want to go 

gathering more supplies before second sunrise.  We will start the rebuilding late if that happens.”  
In the weak torchlight, Arnath could faintly see the green collars that identified the two men as 

Builders of the Tree.  For a beat, he considered backing away and letting them be.  Then he pulled his 
cowl tighter about his head and continued his walk towards the wharf, blending in with a group of 
artisans on their way to the pier.  As he stepped around the builders, he could hear them talking 
breathlessly about the series of waves that had washed away a portion of their building supplies.  The 
waves had towered over the wharfs by a couple of lengths, spreading up the streets into the city just as 
the third sun fell behind the pillars surrounding Kabisera.  Arnath wondered if that explained the barrels 
that had lined the thoroughfare. 

As he made his way closer to the wharf, he noticed three more empty lots where buildings had 
once stood.  The foundations remained, but they were littered with puddles of sea water.  A few 
wooden supports still stood, covered in dirt and seaweed.  The waves had been strong indeed, but 
Arnath was certain these buildings had been damaged by the escaping Lights.  The houses surrounding 
the empty lots still stood relatively unharmed, although a bit wet. 

Letting the artisans walk ahead, he stepped up next to what might have been the front door of 
the house closest to the ocean.  Nestled up against the damp boardwalk that lined the shoreline, it had 
once been a fairly good sized building.  Arnath vaguely remembered this house as it had sat on the 
corner just a few places down from where the line of taverns began along the waterfront.  He could not 
recall who had lived here, but it had been four or five levels tall, and had once had a balcony overlooking 
the promontory. 

Now, there was nothing but rotting beams and green sea moss.  The fleeing Lights had 
destroyed the house, and the waves had washed the remains away. 

Shouts from the main pier caught the chainmaster’s attention.  Built out of large pieces of 
lumber brought down from the hills above the city, the primary landing for the ships visiting the city was 
several hundred lengths long and more than fifty lengths wide.  The pier was capable of handling more 
than a dozen large ships at once.  At various intervals, checkpoints could be seen, housing both Sentinels 
on patrol as well as privies for the arriving and departing passengers. 

A sailing vessel was pulling into port.  Arnath wondered if this was a rare occurrence, as would 
not most seafarers take advantage of the lengthy Devengarian circle to make their arrival as safe as 
possible? 

In the distance behind the approaching ship, at least four more could be seen, their torch lights 
flashing across the intervening sea.   

Apparently not that rare. 
The chainmaster eased his way further towards the row of taverns as the passengers from the 

sailing ship began to disembark underneath the bright torches illuminating the pier.   There were 
perhaps twenty of them, men and women both.  Half of them were dressed in flowing sarongs of 
various colors.  And two of them wore sarongs of light blue. 

Lights of the Sky.  
The chainmaster waited as a few groups of people made their way by.  Once they were gone 

and he was relatively alone, he found a spot between a house and a tavern and sat down at the head of 
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the alleyway between them, letting his bearded chin fall to his chest.   One hand he let dangle atop a 
knee, the other lay across his chest, as he feigned sleep in the darkness. 

The dozen or so Lights hurried past him, their conversation significant only in its insignificance.  
They were discussing the strange orange color of the sea and sky.  A few others were talking about some 
of the waves they had encountered on the way.  As they made their way by, Arnath let his head fall to 
one side, and he watched them as they headed down the planks of the boardwalk toward the 
promontory.  Before they stepped out of earshot, Arnath heard one of them make mention of home. 

Gaverra… 
Gaverra was another port city, at least five circles’ time by ship to the northeast of Kabisera.  As 

one of the territorial seats, it was nearly as large as the capital, and nowhere near as isolated. Arnath 
had no idea how many Lights called Gaverra home, or why so many of them had decided to pay a visit 
now. 

Waves crashed against the edges of the boardwalk.  The tide was coming in, and with it, another 
of the approaching ships drew close.  Mariners threw rope to their compatriots on the pier.  The echoes 
of their light banter washed across the water, but Arnath heard nothing of importance.   

His concentration was broken by the bustle of an animal behind him.  He turned his head to 
make sure it was not something more sinister, and found a tiny rodent chomping on the end of his cloak.  
He shooed it away quietly. 

The passengers of the second ship began to come ashore.  Arnath was surprised to see that this 
ship, too, carried a large group of Lights of various ranks.   As with the first ship, a Light of the Sky led the 
party down the ramp to the pier and past the prone body of the chainmaster.  They were from Koldare, 
a mountain city to the west.  Koldare was more distant than Gaverra: four circles by land and another 
three circles by sea.  

Arnath was becoming uneasy.  
As the time stretched closer to first sunrise than third sunfall, he waited.   As patiently as he 

could, he watched the three other approaching ships make landfall, and it was the same result over and 
over: a group of between ten and fifteen lights, with a Sky or two, on a visit to Kabisera from one of the 
territorial seats. 

Skovell, a port city on the opposite side of the mainland, six circles away by sea to the south and 
west. 

Troskaya, another mountain city to the northwest, perhaps ten circles away.  Arnath had heard 
stories about how hard it was to breathe the air at such heights.   He had been hoping to visit and 
experience the challenge of training there for himself. 

Cyne, an island city in the northern archipelago.  Cyne was more than twenty circles away by the 
fastest ship.  As this group passed, one of the lesser ranked Lights was blathering on about the orange 
sky and how the only explanation could be a volcanic eruption somewhere out to sea.   His companions 
seemed less than interested as their voices faded away.   

Perhaps sixty Lights in all had landed in Kabisera since he had arrived at the pier.  Most of them 
had been at sea for many circles.    

“Perhaps you are right, Ulric,” Arnath muttered to himself as he stood.  If he presumed that the 
Lights were here for a reason, then they had been most likely summoned in some fashion.  How many 
had already landed? Were there more yet to come? 

Who had told them to be here now? 
His mouth had grown dry from the dusty air.  The chainmaster ducked into the closest tavern, a 

tiny establishment with a reputation for high prices.  The place was nearly full regardless.  The 
chainmaster paused at the doorway, looking for sarongs amongst the fifty or so customers.  There were 
none to be seen. 
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He removed his cowl, revealing his bearded visage; after a beat, it was clear that no one had 
recognized him.  Content, he strode up to the bar and sat upon one of the few remaining free stools. 

The bartender, a young man with short blond hair, came over with a questioning glance. 
“Ale,” Arnath told him.   The bartender nodded.   As the man brought Arnath’s ale, the 

chainmaster commented in an offhand tone, “Busy night.” 
“The other pubs along the pier are full,” the bartender said.   
“Fortunate for you.” 
The bartender shrugged.  “More ships than usual.  Started when the Empress was killed.” 
Arnath took a sip.  “That was only two circles ago.” 
“I lose track of that sort of thing.”  He left the chainmaster, working his way back across the bar 

full of patrons. 
Arnath sat quietly.  He was not overly fond of alcohol.  He partook of it rarely, cautious of its 

effect on his reflexes and thought processes.  Truth be told, the smell did not agree with him much.  
Perhaps if he spent more time around it, he might grow more accustomed to it. 

He turned in his stool, surveying the room casually, careful not to let his cloak fall away to reveal 
his various armaments.  Around him, conversation swirled, but he could not make any sense of it.  There 
were no ladies here, and no Lights that he could see.  For the most part, the customers were artisans 
and bursars and builders.  They talked of work and music and money and tools and women and little 
else.  He heard one builder mention that there were normally only one or two ships in port on any given 
night. Beyond that, there was not much that struck Arnath as important. 

“I have heard of you.”  
The bartender’s voice caught Arnath’s immediate attention, and he turned back to face the 

youngster. 
“How so?” 
“I think it was the wife of Milver the Builder who spoke highly of you.  She loves how your beard 

tickles her.  Or was it perhaps the Minstrel of the Sky, Asala?  She has a deep and wonderful singing 
voice.  She must use it well when properly inspired.” 

Arnath leaned forward on his elbows, his eyes on his ale.  “You have it wrong.  It was the 
Bursar’s wife.” 

A sly smile crept across the young man’s face.  “Perhaps all three.  Or perhaps more?  You are 
well-regarded among the ladies, considering how rarely you seek company.” 

Arnath took a long draught.  “I seek only the best companionship,” he said with strained 
aplomb.  “What is your name?” 

“I am just the bartender.” 
“Very well, bartender.  I am not in the mood for levity.” 
“I do not jest,” the young man said, the smile barely intact.  “Do not worry.  I will not announce 

your presence. ” He picked up a mug, worked it clean with a cloth.  “The ladies do not come here very 
often, but when they do, they find an ear and a smile such as mine easy to confide in.  Once they have 
had their thirsts satisfied, of course.”  He set the first mug down, picked up another.  “Do you know 
what they say your greatest quality is?  These ladies who adore you?” 

Arnath swirled his drink without answering. 
The bartender leaned in as if sharing a secret.  “Your stamina.” 
Arnath could feel awkward warmth spreading across his face. 
With a light laugh, the young bartender made his way back to the other side of the pub. 
Arnath quickly decided he had learned as much as was likely possible.  He took a final sip of his 

ale, and then dug a coin out of his pocket.   He raised a hand to the bartender, dropping the coin next to 
his half-empty glass once he got the young man’s attention.   The bartender acknowledged him with a 
smile and a brief wave. 
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Pulling his cowl up over his head, he turned and walked the short distance back out into the 
gloomy streets.  He was still hungry.  Listening to a shrill old man grumble about everything going on in 
Devengar did not sound appetizing, but it was getting late.  Reluctantly, the chainmaster decided to see 
if the menu over at the Fish Tavern had improved any. 

The walk was a short one, just fifty or so lengths in the direction of the Majestic.  Arnath kept his 
head down as several people stepped out from various establishments.   While there were still only a 
few people out and about, he did not want to draw any attention to himself. 

He passed the main pier on his right.   All of the tiny sparkling lights on the horizon were now 
gone.  There were five large ships at port, lashed one by one in their berths on either side of the long 
quay.  The talkative man in the bar had said there were normally only one or two ships here at night, but 
Arnath wondered who really kept track of that sort of thing when so few people were out and about and 
there was so little light to sail by at night.  He had heard once that ship captains could navigate by the 
moon or the stars, but he had never experienced that himself.   The two times had been out to sea had 
been uncomfortable experiences, fishing voyages suggested by fellow students and their families.  He 
only remembered waves and the churning of his stomach.  He was certain that his balance had 
improved much since then. 

The ocean was choppy tonight.   Arnath shifted his path enough to be able to look down upon 
the water as he continued his long strides across the boardwalk.  Arnath wondered if a volcano had truly 
erupted.  It certainly would explain the dull red of third sunfall earlier in the evening, and the color of 
the ocean as night fell.  But there had been no ash falling on Kabisera, and the high waves had 
apparently subsided fairly quickly after they began.   The chainmaster stopped for a beat, mesmerized 
by the slowly rolling whitecaps as the water made its way onto shore.  There was a displaced serenity, 
an echo of broken peace, in the way the water continued to pound back and forth, indifferent to all 
around it. 

The chainmaster shook his head at his own sense of melancholy.   
How did I let the Consort convince me to do this?  
With a renewed desire to get the mission over with, Arnath quickly walked the last few lengths 

to Belkin’s establishment.  Outside, three large barrels sat, two on one, one on the other.  They were 
adorned with clay shellfish that looked like they had been sculpted by small children, and had no doubt 
been purchased for little to no money at the markets along the northern piers.  They did not smell good, 
as if their contents had not been thoroughly removed before the barrels had been turned into 
decorations.  Lines of rope across the windows and several anchors made of some sort of wooden 
painted to look like bronze hung across the windows.  A carved sign bearing the owner’s name had 
fallen at some point.  It now rested between the wall of the tavern and one of the barrels on the left of 
the doorway.   

The chainmaster felt an uncomfortable tingle at the base of his neck.  Something did not feel 
right.  Even at this time of night, he should be able to hear the low rumble of customers. 

Silence. 
Arnath slowly opened the door.  The tavern was deserted:  the tables sat bare, with no sign of 

plates or mugs; the torches that normally kept the tavern lit were all out except for two, one in each far 
corner; to his right there was a glass water basin that ordinarily would have held fresh lobster, as empty 
as the tables; all of the chairs sat neatly arranged, four at this table, six at that table.  If Belkin had 
cleaned up after third sunrise, there should still have been someone here for second sunfall. 

Even the smell of seafood seemed subdued. 
Arnath pulled back the cowl of his cloak so that his vision was unimpeded.  He lightly fingered 

the loop that held his chain as he stepped around the tables, examining them in turn.  There were no 
fresh scratches, no indication of anything wrong.  Arnath surmised that this might be the cleanest that 
Belkin’s tavern had ever been. 
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At the back of the tavern there was a bar.  Arnath had always wondered why the old man tried 
to compete with the surrounding establishments, but at the very least he could understand having 
enough drink on hand to satisfy the casual customer. 

On the bar was a cup of dark mead.   Arnath lifted it, sniffed at it.  The cup was still full. Perhaps 
untouched. 

He laid his hand lightly on the door that led to the kitchen.  The door slithered on its hinges as 
he pushed it open and took a step into the room, crouching ever so slightly on the balls of his feet, his 
hands ready. 

Hot acid rose into his throat.  The smell of alcohol was overwhelming.  There were pools of it all 
over the kitchen floor.   The ovens were cold and quiet, and other than some flour and a rolling pin, the 
cooking counters were bare.   Arnath had to pull his left boot out of something sticky and wet as he 
regained control of his stomach. 

In one corner, a balding old man in a gray tunic sat in a chair, his head slumped over his chest, 
an empty glass in his hand.  Underneath the glass was a large dark pool. 

The chainmaster relaxed.  The old man had drunk himself into a stupor. 
“That is bad for business,” Arnath muttered aloud. 
He gingerly stepped forward, avoiding the puddles as much as he could.  In the corner opposite 

from the sagging Belkin, a barrel had sprung a leak; the contents slowly flooded the kitchen.   
His brow creased; the barrel had been pierced several times.  He knelt down next to the brown 

cask.   There were four holes in an even circle.  The mead ran from the lowest of the four holes.  Arnath 
slid a finger into one of the others and checked for splintering.   He could barely tell that the punctures 
had struck inward at the barrel.  Two of them were smaller than the other, as well. 

The impact of a mace. 
He glanced around the room, looking for more evidence of foul play. Everything else was intact.  

There were no more signs of damage. 
From his knees, Arnath noticed the blood dripping down Belkin’s chin.  The old man’s eyes were 

open, and his head dangled strangely. 
At this lower angle, it was clear that Belkin’s neck had been broken. 
The door hinges slithered. 
Arnath was on his feet before the door completely opened.   In an instant, he realized he would 

not have adequate room in the kitchen for chainfighting, and freed his knives from their sheaths.   He 
took three quick steps back to gather space. 

The door exploded inward as the intruders charged him.   
Arnath took the first lunge on his right knife, parrying as he lowered his shoulder into the 

attacker’s midsection.  His legs took the weight and burst upward, sending the man flying over him onto 
the countertops.  The second attacker followed clumsily, lunging forward with a rapier.  Arnath took that 
lunge with his left knife, and then snapped off a kick to the right side of the man’s head that sent him 
tumbling into the corner next to the ovens.  The loud thud of the impact of his boot was very satisfying. 

There were three more in the doorway. 
When one is outnumbered, take the battle to the opponent. 
The chainmaster felt the heat rise into his shoulders, felt the adrenaline surge up from the soles 

of his feet.  His eyes burned as he leapt forward, a flying kick landing solidly on the chest of the attacker 
in the doorway, sending all three of them falling backwards into the tavern, scattering chairs and tables 
all over the room. 

Arnath was through the door into the tavern.  With a running leap, he ran across three tables to 
reach the far side of the room, his boots catlike on the sturdy surfaces.  As he landed near the north wall 
he fell to one knee, sheathed his knives, loosened the ring-like loop at his waist.   
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And then the chainmaster gracefully rose to his feet. His left hand was open, extended in a 
defensive position, and at his back, the wall limited his exposure to attack.  In his right hand he held the 
engraved wooden handle of his chain, twirled the length of metal rings in an upright circle next to him.  
A whistling sound filled the silence as Arnath waited.  

At the end of the chain, the blade flashed in the torchlight. 
Ulric is wrong about one thing.  Someone certainly dared touch me. 
They came for him again, from both sides, without even a hint of hesitation.  The first attacker 

swung a heavy mace at Arnath, forcing the chainmaster to dodge back slightly as it skimmed past his 
leather vest.  The arc of the strike carried the mace around and back again, and as it shifted past the 
chainmaster a second time, he struck. 

A snap of his wrist sent the blade flying forward to bite into the man’s shoulder; another snap 
pulled it out just as quickly.  As the man screamed and reached up, a flick of the wrist sent the chain up 
and down over the man’s other arm like a bull whip.  A quick jerk of the handle sent the man stumbling 
forward into the wall behind Arnath, sent the mace tumbling away. 

Even as the chainmaster freed his weapon, he engaged the second attacker.  As that man raised 
his sword, Arnath kicked out, catching the elbow of the man’s sword arm.  Bone shattered, and the man 
fell to the ground, screaming and cradling his arm. 

His chain whistled again as he twirled it between himself and his three remaining assailants.  The 
two on his right ran forward, and he whipped his chain around their swords, catching the weapons at 
the same time and locking them together.  As the men fell forward, he backhanded the closest one with 
his free hand, sending the attacker back over a table.  That man did not rise.  

In the back of his mind, Arnath noted how little emotion his attackers revealed.  They were 
sluggish in their attack, uncoordinated, and showing little fear. 

The fifth assailant tried to catch him from behind.  Arnath kicked him away. 
The chainmaster pummeled the other sword-wielder with swift punches to the head, freeing his 

chain from the two blades as that attacker fell to the floor.   He felt the mace-wielder behind him rise, 
and he turned and slapped his hand down, snapping the chain’s blade into the man’s throat like a 
dagger.   A flick of the chainmaster’s wrist pulled it back, and the man collapsed, dark blood fountaining 
into the air. 

Arnath spun, his chain twirling.   One assailant was dying, two were unconscious, and a fourth 
writhed on the floor clutching his broken arm.  The tavern was a disaster. 

The last one, sword in hand, rose to his feet.  His eyes strangely empty, he raised the weapon 
again. 

Arnath recognized him.   
A member of Sargoth’s escort.  The escort that had led him to his meeting with Ulric. 
With betrayal burning like fire in his eyes, Arnath did not wait for the attack to come to him.  He 

surged forward, blocking the sword with the hardened leather vambrace on his left arm, and punching 
the handle of his chain like the butt end of a staff into the Sentinel’s abdomen.  The Sentinel collapsed to 
his knees, coughing, as his sword fell to the ground. 

Arnath wrapped his chain around the man’s neck and pulled him to his feet. 
“Did Sargoth send you?” he demanded. 
The Sentinel looked back at him blankly.   
Arnath tightened the chain’s grip.  “Who sent you?  Who told you I would be here?”   
To the chainmaster’s amazement, the Sentinel tried to reach for the knife at his waist. 
Arnath slapped the Sentinel across the temple, his grip on the chain sure.  In spite of the impact, 

the man hardly moved. 
Too many coincidences.  The arrival of the Lights.  Sargoth suggesting he visit Belkin.  Belkin’s 

death.   This attack.   
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Arnath jerked the man close and barked into his face, “Who sent you?” 
And then, as if awakening from sleep, the Sentinel’s eyes cleared.  The vagueness faded way, 

replaced by noticeable awareness.  The Sentinel realized who it was that held him, and his eyes widened 
in comprehension.  His voice shook.  “Chainmaster?” 
 


